Before the First Pulse Before the First Particle: The Primal Norms
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soul. It prepares the womb to receive
a zygote, and ovum to receive a soul upon
Earth. Mathematics and divine sequence meet
at 5, the human position. The first 5 Quranic verses,
Q96:1-5, are marked on the Moon by an order to the Sun
to shine upon it for symbolic reading. Earth, woman and
ovum formation relate noble norms to lunar phases. Q54
(9×6) proclaims ‘Moon is
defined’. The Primordial
Om commands with
the Moon: ‘Wake up,
see beyond, return’.
The Decalogue acts as
mathematics, the covenant as hexagram
geometry, material
knowledge as the ‘sacred valley’; Mercury
denotes Moses. Jesus
and Mary relate the founded fatherhood; the star-like
Venus indicates it. The Moon libration denotes the
fatherhood; mother is ordered to institute this unAt 370 light years, 6×hotter,
Bow shocks due to stellar
seen in the child’s mind to found a human sowinds @ 24 km/s resulting
8×wider, 20×heavier, and
ciety with identity–a noble deed.
from Zeta Ophuichi: NASA
80,000×brighter than Sun
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The Message in print revealing mathematical proofs
to the Primal Cause of the causal universe and its most
distinctive humans is profound, unfamiliar and yield
after ‘The Mandate’, an abridgement of The Message,
and ‘The Manifest’, the related communications’.
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If we subject the stream of proofs around us to close logical ing causal links in every realm is mathematics. Did it appear
scrutiny, we’ll realise that from the existing familiar material to the human mind or did we invent it? When and where did
world, humankind is about to enter a most significant phase its causal relations arise? Or what’s mathematics? As it gets
of eternal unity, virtue and peace, the true birth-intended disclosed, is it a well-guarded system? Are there proofs in
human abode. Scientific evidences from investigations of the mathematics itself that confirm it? As we begin to recognise
solar system indicate great systems evolved over billions of the most distinctive creation intended for the most profound
years for guiding humankind towards its intended unique deeds in the entire universe is human, an Earth based on
status. If there’s a reason behind everything including the virtue and truthfulness is kept as our abode where safety preformation and existence of particles, galaxies, stars, Sun, vails everywhere and at all times, and we’re given as scripplanets, Earth, its species and us, it’ll surely be of greatest im- ture from particles to every fundamental principle of foundportance. The only tool to human intellect to interpret exist- ing the solar system, we’ll unite as one single humankind.
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All possible systems on Earth needs to be unified to disclose
these most important facts quickly. As we realise the primal
fact that behind every existence is a cause, colour assumes
fundamental importance. The whole universe attains meaning, purpose and obligation. Although pigments do exist on
Earth for red and green that denote space and time, blue that
represents consciousness has no natural pigment on Earth.
Even blue species don’t carry blue pigment is a fact. In spite
of this, the Earth displays marvellous blue with transparent
water proclaiming: human with the exalted faculty to sense
the unseen with the most distinctive intellect is upon me! All
systems in nature are related to existence and protection.
Any destructive tendency felt anywhere are only temporary
events towards existence, and not disaster. In this heavenly
abode of virtue and existence, only the human mind plots
vice and disaster. What we identify as ‘I’ exists only while
we’re conscious; that’s why we call our body as ‘my body’ and
life as ‘my life’. Physical sciences will soon be learnt along
with their consciousness component helping us to approach
spirituality logically, and never blindly. Such an approach
will reveal great undisclosed mysteries. In our abode Earth,
its numerous phenomena, plant and animal species and how
they’re distributed, their fruits, nature and distinctive behaviours, in oceans and sky, water and its refraction in sunlight
elucidating the 3 basic colours into 7, and in the formation
and functioning of each planet in the Solar Scripture exist
evidences. We must explore the origin of the solar system
including the Earth and comprehend this Preamble to the
entire universe. We’re on the cusp of a profound disclosure
satisfying the extreme intellect and loftiness of human about
to disclose countless universal truths. The highest extent of
logic enables us to think about the origin of the universe. It’s
meant for it. Knowledge of the origin will reveal why the universe exists, guiding us to the true phase of unseen wisdom.
As sound is a Divine Command, we can’t but hear Mercur 1 
it in human anatomy; Primordial Om orders to PP18,OP19
reach past space and time to soul: the salvation 18+19=37|0

Nebula 1

We’ll soon know the hidden causal reasons behind every
phenomenon and fundamental fact that the entire universe
is consciocentric. Every species on Earth lives as that species
and passes away. Human is the only creation that’s being
elucidated from the primaeval days. For them, a mountain
or river that couldn’t be crossed or a seashore became Earth’s
boundary. In their mind, Earth was motionless and flat. We
now live on an Earth that can’t remain stationary even for
a moment, nor become flat. From the nearest of mountains,
the boundary-line has disappeared into the infinities of the
boundless universe. Human has been elucidated, and is being
elucidated in every moment. Since mathematics controls the
entire universe, if there’s a discrepancy in the mathematics
of Earth, its natural phenomena or the human mind, nature
itself will intervene and forcibly rectify. Human is the only
creation that modifies nature’s mathematics harmfully; but
its adverse effects influence every plant and animal species
on Earth. Nature will act with orders to balance such deviations. Earth’s soil holding the habitat of everything will begin
to deteriorate; the polar ice caps awaiting orders will start
to melt; calmly moving rain-clouds will assume frightening
forms; low-pressures will recur; floods will begin to swallow
us (Q11:40); human that lost inter-relations will be unable
to see or recognise one another, will start to lose face and
separate; and ‘We will brand him upon the snout’ (Q68:16).
We’ve been moving towards this. The Earth’s upper soil is
getting lost; floods have begun to devour us; climate change
gets harsher; human has lost face. We must awaken at once.
Every government authority, scientist, thinker and genius,
those occupying key positions and every responsible human
must read with absolute attention and act at once. The true
description of Divine Rules lay concealed from the moment
law of mathematics stipulated for the human mind began to
function on first particle to the imminent Phase of Ceenom.
 Nept 8,9 Divine system evidenced by: the order of solar
PP81,OP91 scripture, orbital period of Earth, phases and
81+91=172 marks on Moon: ﬁrst �ive revealed commands
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Beginning with the Primordial Om, the Ten Commandments worthy of the most exalted human intellect and Io, the colgiven to Moses (phase: matter), with the planet Mercury ourful, most volcanically active object in the solar system
denoting it with 3:2 spin-orbit resonating with the Sun, (Q2:138), as proof of the message to guide us towards God
Jesus made to institute human society upon Earth (phase: enthroned at the 7th stage in the human mind. Io persists on
motion) with flawless motherhood and fatherhood indicated its set path without any deviation despite the tremendous
by Venus showing the same face to Earth in every 5 Venusian attractions from Jupiter and its other large moons. Just as
days, and Muhammad with logically bounded Scripture the Moon has the same side facing Earth, Io’s same side faces
(phase: motive) in formula form inscribed upon the Moon as Jupiter. Keeping Sun aside, while not being as large as Moon,
the Quran, we’ve reached the manifestation phase denoted the most intense light of Venus in night sky pierces eyes as a
by Mars occupying the 4th orbit. Passing the asteroids at 5th direct view at dawn or dusk. Its orbit denotes an essential suorbit at the 5th stage of human, the phenomena upon Jupiter preme fact about most dignified identity human must carry.
Nebula 2

As we begin to identify the great systems established for
human, it marks the disclosing of a most significant phase of
revealing wisdom. Just as life and physical body are essential for a soul’s presence here, this evidence-based Wisdom is
absolutely necessary for human to identify the basis of this
mathematical universe. Any conjecture without proof will
mislead thinking human. Thus we need evidences; we also
need knowledge and resolve to recognise these evidences. We
progressed this much in science solely because while we’re
on an unbiased research, we accept mathematical evidences
wholeheartedly. The theory of evolution began at its founded
state from the human mind’s earliest days through hundreds
of thousands of years of the mind’s evolution, as the working
form of the mind’s innate ability to discern virtue and vice
protected as species as an exalted infinite system. The billions
of years it took for preparing Earth the way it’s now for the
living was part of Earth’s evolution. It’s a fundamental fact
that as we relate this to the plant and animal species around
us, it appears as the evolution of species. As four indicates
matter dissipation, after Moses, Jesus and Muhammad, the
manifestation phase discloses now as the fourth. The asteroid
at the 5th orbit divides the unseen stages of gaseous planets
symmetrically with visible terrestrial ones based on Furqan.
As the entry of each human soul on Earth must be based on
virtue within a firm system of law, with founded identity of
fatherhood and each soul must be born on Earth with deed to
distinguish virtue and vice, prophet Jesus was sent to us. The
retrograding Venus at 2nd denotes him and is kept in sky with
piercing light like a star that enters our vision by its position;
its retrograding pair Uranus at 8th separates virtue and vice.
‘Jesus spoke while in the cradle (in the holy mother’s womb as
zygote based on an authentic sperm-ovum fertilisation) and
in maturity (as an adult and prophet), Q3:46. The stages of
mathematics from 1 to 9 are kept as Q19 Maryam, with the
To see the true universe beyond matter, vision is Venus 2 
set up to read everything upside down; Moon is PP27,OP28
made instrumental for up-down reading, Q54:1 27+28=55|0
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statement: ‘God has purified you and preferred you above
the women of the world’ (Q3:42), with the beginning verse
with special letters in pure formula form; it also describes
about Zachariah. We’ll recognise the great truth that we use
the precision and number of this system itself as mathematics. If human is intellectually capable of pursuing a minute,
fundamental, causal analysis of where, when and why this
organised mathematics appeared, such a journey is indeed a
mission of humankind. We’ll then witness the causal basis of
the origin of mathematics and know when matter and light
got related to colour. The Essential Signs appearing above
(Ch:04, 05) contain fundamental reasons for the evolution of
mathematics and basic founding laws of the solar system. It’s
realised that the origin of mathematics indicates the stages of
regulations to guide every human to exalted positions with
the 6th stage denoting the position of law; these are kept in
the solar system in various identifiable forms and with signs.
We’re at an imminent disclosure of a most significant phase
of Revealing Wisdom as we begin to identify: ‘unbounded
mathematics is the soul of unbounded universe’. Beyond 9, it
concludes the stage of our return (zero) to the unseen abode.
All prophets, scriptures and factual truths, reformers who
struggled to prevent humankind from ruination and guided
to light, scientists reaching to nanolevels to bring knowledge
about formation and composition of matter, brave groups
that study species to expose their nature and features, space
researchers who fetch intricate knowledge about the ordering of the solar system and every centre studying about the
origin of universe have a role in the Phase of Ceenom. Let’s
name the trio denoting hue and related feelings as huematics.
Being solely for the human mind, it’s also humanics, you and
me. Nature itself is me and you; and any disaster we inflict it
is self-infliction. Physically, the way of nature is huematism;
the way to human destination is humanism; but both are one.
 Urns 7,8 The Sun is a lamp, Moon is a light (Q25:61); we
PP72,OP82 can read the Moon until its zenith as one, as it
72+82=154 sets as another: the founding norms to salvation

Topics in the Manifest: Major topics in letters sent to: heads of how things work; we’ll soon know why each exists that way.
nations, research centres, universities, social organisations, etc. 028 (Sep 08) We’ll know: why Mercury and Venus exist between
Ltr No: 001 (Dec 06) The three basic constituents of space, time Sun and Earth, Venus and Uranus (2nd, 8th orbits) retrograde,
and consciousness are denoted by the three basic colours red, Venus seen in convenient viewing angles, Jupiter is the largest,
green and blue; and on Earth by the soil, vegetation and sky| Saturn has a marvellous ring, Neptune is blue, Pluto transgressThis threesome is seen in the 3 states of matter (solid, liquid, gas), es the path of Neptune, and why asteroids aren’t combined to
species (living under water, on land, in air), atoms (neutron, pro- form a planet in the 5th orbit| Corrections are necessary in the
ton, electron), and many more| All sciences emerge from mathe- resolutions IAU made other than the reclassification of Pluto.
matics; it has a hidden essence or soul| Layers of inner principles 031:032 (Sep 06) An elephant with its peculiar shape, size and
exist throughout nature| The entire universe functions smoothly strength can only drink impure water and inhale impure air; while
without conflicts| Every species carries a sublime principle such questions lie outside the purview of science, there are answers.
related to the functioning of the human mind| True inner mean- 033:048 (Sep 06) We can logically understand the great signs
ings exist behind the uncorrupted parts of all divine Scriptures. given to Moses, Q20:17-23, miracles of Castle of Solomon, the
002 (Dec 04) Nature teaches us lessons through mathematics and event of Jonah swallowed by fish, Q21:87, and many other Quranic
colour| Golden mean distributed widely has a soul| π is a principle| verses; ‘Bismillah’ is removed from Q9 due to a noble reason.
Glittering examples of Ahimsa, non-violence emerged from India. 049 (Oct 06) This phase answers: why water is made of hydrogen
003 (Jan 05) Is colour to display objects, or objects to exhibit colour| and oxygen atoms, why an atom nucleus has protons and neutrons.
The structure of human hand and foot hold inner great principles. 051:054 (Nov 06) As we can’t even simulate the physical world,
005 (Jul 05) Terrorism and fundamentalism destroy life and consciousness is beyond simulation| Questions such as: ‘Is there a
wealth| Torah, Bible and Quran revealed in that order from One theory of everything?’, ‘Why theories dealing with the large are so
God| Just as there’s no religion among the entire plant and animal different from those dealing with the small?’, and ‘How consciousspecies, there can’t be any such division among the human mind. ness arises from matter and time?’, are answered with evidence.
006:025 (Jul 05) A hexagram made by two equilateral triangles– 061:064 (Jan 07) While female reproductive system produces
the Star of David, is a dignified symbol for Jews| By his very birth, an ovum per month periodically, male releases millions of sperms
Jesus is a Scripture; soon Jesus will be made a very important at one time| Besides, while eggs are produced even in absence of
matter for the entire humankind, and not for the Christians alone. male, sperms are naturally produced only in presence of a female.
026 (Jan 06) The Quran is a live Book and functions at pre-de- 065 (Jan 07) The highest and most profound form of transparencided times| Important mathematical concepts such as zero, the cy is one pertaining to the human mind and human consciousness.
decimal system and algebra emerged from India| The unseen 066 (Jan 07) We depend on the same sunshine, breathe same air,
truth behind creation is harder to perceive| Science tells us drink same water and live on same Earth. The most efficient, proParticle can’t form without mathematics; the primal norms: matheMessage
matics, then the particle; we perceive the law at nanolevel as timespan
Brief : C
Solar System
found way to enforce law is to establish it in each individual self.
068:073 (Feb 07) Like constructing an edifice: materials are first
stacked at site; some aplenty; some very few; each essential| Once
construction is complete we only see the edifice, not materials| All
existing religions will join hands to form one single community.
076 (Feb 07) Many verses of the Quran describing the creation of
Earth and skies in six days has a very specific meaning| Deeper inner
meanings are seen behind a large number of places in the Quran.
083:084 (Oct 08) Just as once the ‘round Earth’ concept was realised, it answered all persisting questions until then, this Wisdom
answers questions such as: ‘Why so many religions exist now?’ or
‘Why, even now ‘uncontacted’ tribes continue to exist on Earth?’.
089 (Jan 10) Questions such as: ‘Why several chapters of Quran
bear names of animals and insects?’ and ‘Why nineteen guards of
hell (Q74:30) is mentioned?’ will be causally explained. The money countries earmark for defence is sufficient to wipe out poverty
altogether from Earth. Arabic is much more than a language.
092 (May 10) The reason for the description of ‘the people of the
cave’ (Q18:9-22) will be explained before a team of researchers.
093:101 (May 11) With our five senses, we only discern a mathematical order. The consciousness component underlies everything.
093:101 (May 11) The complete angle kept as 360º, a day divided into 24 hours, an hour or a minute divided further into 60, or
each second in a clock traversing 6º isn’t just a coincidence| Earth
requiring 365 days and a few hours to go around the Sun, a week
having 7 days and a year 12 months are due to precise reasons.
132 (Mar 13) This correlates with all philosophies including rationalism, communism, agnosticism, atheism| Einstein was looking for mass of a particle as: M=E/c2; he ended up with E = Mc2.
414:440 (Aug 20) The manifestation of solar system and nature

of planets are based on Primal Norms determined at creation of
the universe for apprising the most exalted human mind| The
decryption of Quran happens in the disclosing phase of Furqan
leading to elucidation of everything| He taught him elucidation, Q55:4| Missions to Mars are closely related to this phase.
446:451 (Oct 20) The difficult stage we pass through now is
perceived to take us to a phase of significant understanding
and reform| Since every human is born equal with equal basic
human rights, it’s our duty to ensure equality among entire humankind and for generations| To enter one single theory unifying every principle, science and spirituality, humans must unite
as one unified community| One single destination too is needed.
461:462 (Dec 20) Only when we recognise what caused mathematics to originate, or what is mathematics, will we begin
to factually recognise answers to fundamental questions like
‘who am I’, ‘what is time’ or ‘why is the sky blue’| Everything
in the universe including our body acts as tools for this exalted
learning| As human is one, the human nature and belief system
too must be one| Among many prophets named in scriptures,
the followers of only three–Moses, Jesus, Muhammed–exist
on Earth now. The Ten Commandments given to Moses was
mathematics, describing matter; Jesus was instrumental in
founding human society on Earth, denoting time; Muhammed
was given the Quran in encrypted Arabic system, not in Arabic
language, indicating consciousness phase| The three prophets
thus correspond to matter, motion and motive phases, and this
is why the followers of only these three live on Earth now| As the
matter is unfamiliar and intricate, we must team up a group of
highly competent intellects with strong scientific background at
once to learn and convey the Revealing Wisdom to humankind.

Topics in the Message: Brief of chapters in the Message are tains us upon virtue, ‘Over it are 19’ (Q74:30)| Human is the only
given here. Ceenom: The Message is available only in print form. creation that alters nature’s balance and mathematics| But its
01 Ceenom: Front cover of Message includes the Solar Scripture, ill-effects impact every species, nature and phenomena on Earth.
planetary norms and important signs such as Zeta Ophuichi 04 Huematics: This complete page appears in this Brief as page A
02 Message: Not a single particle can evolve without mathe- 05 Bluematics: This complete page appears in this Brief as page B
matics| We’ve been measuring the relative motion between Sun 06 Containing: The birth-intended human abode the Solar
and Earth as time| Mathematics is a book of law ordered in the System is a Divine Scripture and the Preamble to the Universe|
unseen for human soul| It defines stages: 1 to 9, leads human to Exceptionally competent intellects need to be teamed up to enter
salvation| Among countless languages in use, Arabic alphabets the realms of the Revealing Wisdom| Passing the geocentric and
are distinct| Arabic is intended for the Scripture for human writ- heliocentric phases, humankind is on the cusp of the most essenten in formula form that can be read only with precise intellec- tial revelation of consciocentric phase| The Revealing Wisdom
tion| It remains as a language within a small circle and couldn’t discloses causal basis of origination of human mind, and uniprogress from days of Quranic revelation due to this| Each letter verse| The moment of realising logically when, where and what
of Arabic with 3 phonemes denotes the space-time-consciousness for is mathematics included in a particle denotes the beginning
states| As proof of its formula nature, letters in pure formula of a journey to the consciocentric universe| We’ll soon realise
form remain undefined even now at the beginning of many human is created with most exalted, unique intellect that dischapters in Quran| Asteroids act as a pivot dividing terrestrial tinguishes them from other species| Each species exists to depict
and gaseous planets, and represent the seen and unseen systems. specific behavioural features of human with its form, life cycle,
03 Majestic: From the earliest of our ancestors to the revealing behaviour and habitat including every detail is getting disclosed.
phase of wisdom, the unseen notion continued to accompany hu- 07 Reminding: Mathematics controls matter and energy in the
man| By now, humankind has firmly established in themselves entire universe| The stages of mathematics are: 1 to 9 and zero,
that the concept of the creator can assume unending forms! As the salvation| Divine Rules form a guiding system for birth that
we continue to know the universe more, we realise: there’s only defines duties of parents and deeds in this birth| The causal-unione human creation in entire universe, in it I’m one individual, verse is a collection of particles and cells| Not a single particle
and every human on Earth too is exalted like me| Just as in Sun, not controlled by a consciousness can ever exist in this conscioin life-supporting oxygen, water, Earth, natural phenomena and centric universe is a fundamental fact| In a sleeping person, both
in the founded state of solar system, we don’t have two opinions, the body and life are present; we identify the individual only
how can we be not one? Mathematics is omnipresent; its a law as the person wakes up with consciousness and begins to talk|
determined before particles| Mathematics is directly related to We’re at the doorsteps as mathematics enters from its life stage
the angels of God| As a system that protects us from vice and re- to its consciousness stage and begins to communicate with us| To
Mathematics: the causal basis for existence of the universe; for it to
Message
exist before the universe, it must have a causal basis for its origination
Brief : D
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get into the causal basis of each particle, species, ourselves and
the whole universe, we’ve no other means but to rely on this communication| Human is the only creation in this causal universe
who enters the physical realm to get into the unseen causality.
08 Receiving: Mathematics reveals the causal basis of the
universe and is the essence of commandments to one human|
Hasten to find the causal laws of Causality of Causality| The
entire universe is for human to observe keenly, reflect and learn|
Every object is made of space-time-consciousness elements| Only
the first two can be sensed; consciousness can be perceived only
by logical reasoning| To enter into one theory unifying every
principle, human must unite as one community with one destination| It’s our right to identify fundamental systems on which
human and the universe are founded at true state| A human
society needs to be formed that leads forward along the intended
path of analysing basic facts about everything scientifically and
logically without prejudice, enjoining creativity and virtue, and
that this wisdom is transferred to them| I realise as being made
instrumental for a most significant phase of Revealing Wisdom
09 Perceiving: Science is on the verge of a most essential
transformation from the present state dealing with only matter
and energy to a truly consciocentric universe with an underlying
strict causal basis| While the invisible consciousness governs
everything, no instrument can sense it except the unparalleled
human intellect| We’re on the cusp of a profound disclosure of
universal truths| We’re given as scripture from a tiny particle to
every fundamental principle of founding the solar system| The
enquiry to the intended destination began with the first human|
The Divine System, the ‘Solar Scripture’ consisting of 8 planets
(but 9 orbits) represent 1 to 9 phases of mathematics| The planets

are paired into four with respect to the asteroids| Venus and
Uranus retrograde at 2nd and 8th orbits| Saturn at 7th with GWS
and unusual hexagon at its north pole| Io is distinctive; Jupiter
and its larger moons pull its solid surface to undergo tides up
to 100 m (> 5× the Earth’s ocean tides)| Jupiter at 6th with GRS|
Neptune with GDS| Mathematics is recorded in our fingers itself,
and in the solar system| The Earth must return to its pristine
state| Humans must be saved from holding arms against one another| Nature is precise due to precise causal basis| Mathematics
and colour display the unseen truths behind matter and functioning| We must identify the soul of mathematics to know
what acts behind everything, fulfils target and proves why each
exists in that way| Space and time are the primal facts that exist
without the support of particles, but felt only in their presence.
10 Uncovered: Just as travelling to the infinities of the universe, we read here about the journey to the infinities of the
intellect| Knowing how an object evolves and functions with its
nature will take us with proof to the causality of the evolution
and functioning of the entire universe| Deep reflection, supreme
logical reasoning, true knowledge based on first principles
and scientifically acquired broad factual descriptions of the
universe are all necessary to grasp such matters| To help us
decrypt the basic truths encrypted in every species, we’ll have
its secret codes of mathematics, geometry, colour, primal facts
of space-time-consciousness and the Scripture in formula form
existing for millennia| Human, the first effect of the First Cause
behind the origin of the universe, is at the doors of Humanics,
the birth-intended human abode| The fact that it’s given to one
human mind signifies the Wisdom has been disclosed| Every
intellect needs to hasten to know the Reality and take part in

this unequalled moment| Since the universe and its phenomena species| Human founded deities in numerous phenomena due
are set up for the exalted human before the first pulse, before the to fear or to seek refuge| On Earth delegated to be the abode of
first particle, we humans must find the causal laws determined human, all species are ordered to be the living models of various
in that undisclosed state| We must enter the Phase of Ceenom at human behaviours| At one time, human could yell to a friend
once| While falling objects testify to gravity, theory remains as positioned a few hundred metres away; now we are able to even
just a law, unable to answer the why| We move to and fro in time murmur to someone stationed past the Earth| If we observe our
with mathematics| Once we reach the causal basis of the origina- mind closely, we’ll realise throughout our life we value the causal
tion of the universe, while human is at a distinctly superior posi- relations pertaining to consciousness phase the most| While we
tion now due to the ability to think about the unseen, we’ll see the know it’s consciousness that controls human, none of humans
human phenomenon in incomparably superior position then too. that were born, lived and returned have ever seen and recog11 Discovered: The golden ratio, an ordering of numbers, nised themselves completely| The capabilities and thoughts that
indicates the state and constitution of matter (space); geometry, are exposed in time are the only knowledge of one about oneself.
union of lines and curves, denotes motion and relates energy and 12 Justifying: From physical and functional characteristics of
time; the unique face given to each individual is a strict order; objects and species we need to explore the causal reasons behind
we identify it distinctly among myriad faces| Human is the cause why each object or species originated and behaves that way| The
for creation of the universe| A form that denotes human must causal basis of the universe gets exposed| As mathematics prodenote consciousness, the common human face, and include vides the causal basis of everything, it must exist before them|
golden ratio and geometry| The moment we realise own forms The red of soil denotes matter (space), green of foliage absorbing
of fundamental golden ratio, geometry and creation of human energy from Sun denotes life (time), and the blue of sky denotes
face are all one marks the journey to a phase of utmost pro- consciousness| Causality averts vision and sound from entering
fundity| Since it’s for the sole purpose of fulfilling the covenant shut eyes and closed ears| Primitive human relied on sound and
between the soul and the First Cause that knowledge, authority gestures to communicate| To access remote areas of knowledge,
and opportunities are provided, it’s the obligation of heads of they mastered geometry| The fundamental reason behind every
nations, judges of courts, scientific communities, reformers, re- law is human| We’ll soon realise: the golden ratio (1.62) has its
search centres and universities to grasp the Message, and make very own form and acts as the basis of colour given to the entire
urgent preparations for the forward journey unifying human universe| Time is a phenomenon that can’t move backwards|
as intended by birth| Just as air and water are one, beliefs Only human can sense the unseen with the intellect and travel
regarding fundamental principles of creation must be one for to the first particle| Mathematics is a command and a concise
us all| Earth must be restored to its pristine state of nature and scripture| Numbers kept as nine and the form given to human
climate, providing a habitat with ultimate protection to its entire face are causal-based| Man and woman: the laws of chromoEverything is made of matter, motion, motive components; red, green,
Message
blue: soil, foliage, sky denote them: three fundamental norms of Earth
Brief : E
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somes, DNA| Laws revealed as depictions convey direct unending elucidations| We must hasten to read these Essential Signs.
13 Testifying: The moving globe had to be established upon
the rigid belief of flat static Earth| Geocentric to heliocentric
system| If we’re logically alert and think clearly, the truth
can’t but appear| Gain sufficient inner strength to overcome
speculations| Mathematics and geometry are the fundamental
footprints of the universe| The causes behind important historic
events are exposed| Evolution of species too has hidden correlations| Why Moses came in Egypt and met with Pharaoh, the
Egyptian system of counting days and Mayan calendar aren’t
isolated events| Not rejecting a thing after clear evidences are
seen is as important as not believing anything until proofs are
confirmed| Until Leeuwenhoek discovered the microbes, species
were identified only by direct observation| How Earth turned
spherical and began to orbit the Sun, or how the invisible microbial world emerged before us, include living lessons for us| Every
object, fact and experience directs us to why it exists that way.
14 Invaluable: Human face is a depiction of space-time-consciousness laws| Our first abode was the mother’s womb (space);
the 2nd time womb is as vast as this universe; we must enter
the 3rd consciousness realm| Measure of mathematics behind
matter and energy are trivial when compared to that behind
consciousness| The unseen consciousness is a basic fact| It draws
mathematics to an incomparably greater extent and keeps a
particle, cell or a planet in its path| Wondering ‘what the unseen
is’ is like a fish looking for water| The intended place for the soul
is the unseen; it’s our permanent abode, not the place we frequent| Knowledge acquired by logical reasoning is science and
research; it lies in time phase| The unseen soul of the universe

exists beyond the visible one| Just as ocean receives the blue and
changes it to its own deep blue, human can recognise knowledge
with intellect and think about consciousness| Human is distinct
and superior to species due to the ability to perceive the unseen|
From first human until now, injustice, invasions and attacks continue as our knowledge is based on matter and physical world.
15 Inevitable: Theorems, laws and axioms continue to remain
as just theories and principles, not as facts| A new phase emerges that unites entire humankind into one society| ‘Essential
signs’ in ‘A’ and ‘B’ point to reasons behind formation of the
universe| Subject facts around and feelings they arouse to deep
intellectual scrutiny| Colour, mathematics and formulae denote
space-time-consciousness, the three fundamental components
of everything| The true mathematical basis of causality behind
numerous geometric forms is about to disclose| These topics
being unfamiliar may remain obscure and inconceivable first|
As facts emerge with true causal basis before the intellect, it’ll be
impossible for future generations to return to the present state.
16 Fostering: While humans came to Earth about 200 thousand years ago, the first life happened 3.8 billion years earlier
(1 day:52 yrs)| For receiving the unparalleled humans, Earth
made incomparably superior preparations| The humankind,
from first human, spent 99% of time on flat static Earth|
Hundreds of thousands of scientists and thousands of innate genii elevated humankind over myriad stages of knowledge| We’ve
either mixed up acquired knowledge with our habits and called
them names or separated them into two as science and spirituality| We must explore the First Cause behind when, how and why
the universe originated and functions ceaselessly| The fundamental laws in space-time-consciousness, colour, numbers and

golden ratio manifest the definition of human| Only when minds particle’| We perceive the universe by seeing; with the advent
are united like Earth and nature will human get truly unified. of gravitational waves, we begin to hear it too| Time isn’t
17 Prospering: ‘Is colour meant to display matter or mat- created or stored anywhere in the universe; but it’s the most
ter to display colour’ is a major issue| The threesome of closely felt human perception| Time gets transmitted to us as
space-time-consciousness trio also appears in: red, green, blue; life| We moved past the first spatial stage of mass (CERN), and
solid, liquid, gas; species living underwater, on land, in air; neu- the second temporal stage of energy (LIGO) to enter the third
tron, proton, electron; and many others| We perceive space by essential consciousness stage| We could see the universe so far
objects in it, time by oscillations and consciousness by feelings| as if it were just a ‘sleeping person’| Mathematics exists as the
Mathematics too is made of the three ingredients| Nature com- basis of all sciences| Being at the beginning of causal chain, we
municates through everything; mathematics and colour are the must primarily know when, where and why mathematics began.
most concise forms of these| The root cause behind a particular 19 Gratifying: Species provide a great collection of clear
phenomenon, theorem or law is getting exposed| While each of evidences of fundamental facts| Swarms of honey bees, their
the two eyes functions alike, their combination provides depth hexagonal hives and honey being the best of food are related to
to the vision| The two ears in unison give the direction of sound| human mind’s gathering of wisdom| Everything except the huThe input from the five senses with logical thinking directs us to man mind is part of an encrypted system| Decrypting is possible
the root cause| This sixth sense provides the true inner vision| only for the human mind| A zygote (matter and life) encounters
The basis of science is causality| We’ll soon know whether each an event that transforms consciousness into an individual| A
species depicts a specific set of behaviours, or a particular person wakes up with consciousness from an unconscious state
species is a live display of set of behaviours| Nature has kept in with body and life| Knowledge about the Supreme Source of ineach species most essential lessons for humans to learn| Species finite universe moves human thoughts to a purely creative path|
use different skills to catch prey| The true nature of nature and As it’s proved that mathematics ordered the universe, and as the
how it nurtures the distinctive human are getting disclosed. universe originated for the material presence of human, mathe18 Satisfying: A Scripture in pure formula form exists amid matics and consciousness get directly correlated| Unlike body or
us based on truth and no speculation describing: the ordering life, we can only feel consciousness within or outside us in others|
of human soul, the link between human and other species, laws This Earth will be replaced by another Earth, Q14:48| An Arabic
that existed before the first particle, the three basic colours and word in Quran and that outside it in language are as distinct as
the nine stages of mathematics, and ‘name’–the supreme phe- a live human and an identical wax sculpture| An active creative
nomenon that brings everything before our mind| The Quran system represents each word in the Quran| As the explanation
remained as a language text for 1400 years| Knowingly or of created system extends, so does the definition of that word|
not, we named the scientific expedition to creation as ‘God’s Many Quranic verses were grossly misunderstood until now.
Solid, liquid, gas  neutron, proton, electron  species in: water, land,
Message
air; mathematics made of triads 3+3+3=9, leads to human salvation (0)
Brief : F
Blooming
20 Signifying: Think, ‘why this situation has arisen before
me?’| Each species subtly carries a profound concept related to
the functioning of human mind| The timespan from first human
until now is made of material (space) phase and energy (time)
phase; these were necessary for imminent consciousness phase|
Basic reasons do exist behind everything around us| Nature intends man and woman to be strongly bonded together befitting
the way they’re evolved| The concept of God continues to be a
myth in human mind| A Scripture must be the same for every human just as water, air or sunlight is| The formula E=mc2 by the
great scientist isn’t meant for a particular society| Naturally, the
formulae established by the Creator to the exalted human will
extend endlessly| Countless species around us display unending
lessons| The brain is bifurcated with the left half controlling
the right half of body and vice versa| Once formed, the zygote
divides and multiplies; a sprouting seed does so too| Moon is
divided into distinct near and far faces| Persisting sufferings on
Earth can be wiped out if part of money spent on defence and
stockpiling of weapons is routed to human progress| The most
efficient profound way to enforce law is to establish it in each
individual self| Human is the union of space and time denoting
motherhood and consciousness denoting the hidden fatherhood.
21 Dignifying: Everything except the human mind functions
based on encoded mathematical instructions| The Earth and
plants made of atoms and cells cease to exist the moment they
stop computing| Our graveyard surrounds us all along| Once
the soul departs for ever, life too parts and the decaying process begins promptly even if there’s no one to dispose the body|
Saturn and Jupiter are related to the formation of the solar system and the ordering of the planets| Darkness is the default state

of existence| Dark matter is dispersed everywhere in the entire
universe; as its soul (purpose) enters, it turns into an atom, cell
or a system with a star and several orbiting planets| Human
exists here to learn; everything else in the universe act as tools
for this learning| Everything around us ‘communicates’ to us;
we need to comprehend this talk| Discrimination stems from an
inherent superiority feeling we constantly cherish| Every child
is born equal as it had no role in deciding its parents, time or
place of birth| Nature teaches us lessons of immense significance
through everything| Our five senses are feeble when compared
to those of other species| Truth exists in unseen and can be sensed
only with the intellect that distinguishes us from every species|
Only keen observation and rational thinking can bring discoveries from distant stars or secrets buried in fossils| As the presence
of water is the cause for the word ‘water’, the presence of inner
concepts account for the existence of everything in the universe|
The last 3 prophets Moses, Jesus and Muhammed represent
space, time and consciousness, and the entire prophethood.
22 Convincing: Nothing in the entire universe remains inert
except human mind| We don’t function while unconscious is a
proof we exist only in the unseen| The 7th sense to perceive the
unseen will develop in us only if a Supreme Power gets established in the unseen| While Pluto is of utmost importance to the
solar system, it isn’t part of the ecliptic| When a group travels in
a train, it’s a single vehicle for them all; none can reach early,
and none late| But when a group is in one time, while it appears
as a single time for everyone, as the soul of each is different, the
time for each is different too| As we observe time in a watch, we
perceive not just the time, but us| Even when we’re awake, we
exist only while we’re conscious; so exist as much| In the entirety

of humankind, nowhere except at the beginning was it necessary Every plant and animal species has an inherent nature or educato supply life; and material was only recycled| A true human is tion of its own to overcome hurdles of life| Is there such a system
born where this supreme truth is realised| The feeling that hu- of education prescribed by nature for the superior human too?
man discoveries are due to our effort is a strategy of the unseen Can it give rise to an exalted human and inspired human race?
law| But all our progresses and knowledge depend on steady We converse only with consciousness| Earth’s trajectory around
advances made by generations starting with the earliest| Only the Sun kept close to 365 days is based on rules for acquiring
true facts leading logically towards the Final Truth will persist| knowledge about objects using the five senses| As a species
Every resource including the sou is given for that journey. evolves, it only obeys an unseen law of nature and assumes its
23 Conveying: An inseparable combination of space-time-con- specific set of features and conducts| The superior position husciousness proportions revealed in varying shades is the most man occupies is solely due to the ability to perceive consciousness
important Book of Colour spread over the entire universe| The element hidden in everything| No other species can identify its
countless rainbows appearing each moment on Earth and the own or human consciousness| We’re unable to accept or reject
colourful solid rings of Saturn expose the relationship between various forms of difficult pilgrimages, rites, rituals and cerespace-time-consciousness and the three basic colours to the intel- monies| Can we determine how and why different beliefs and
lect| Human minds were made to carry as a shadow the concept notions get transmitted across generations? At one point, science
of the end of the world all along| Equal values of space-time-con- and spirituality come together; from then onwards, together
sciousness (111) and explanatory laws (6) behind cause of forma- and entwined, the consciousness part alone marches forward|
tion are included in laws of colour: ‘1116’| When applied to red, Moses and the Decalogue, Buddha and Eightfold Path, Jesus
green, blue it provides 711, 171, 117| On Earth, colour appears and the dignified principle, Muhammad and the orbiting verses,
with darker shades of soil, foliage and sky| Mathematics isn’t a each came for the entire humanity, not for a specific community.
name; but it creates names by ordering space-time-conscious- 25 Distinctive: Meanings of a word is limited by the ignoness constituents| The existence of the unseen consciousness rance of the listener| Honeybees convey precise location and
is a clear proof that wisdom for human exists in the unseen| quality of nectar through a peculiar dance| Very slow snails
What greater fortune can a creation get besides being born as and slugs leave behind a silvery slime trail| The dragonfly isn’t
a human, with the distinctive ability to perceive the unseen! meant to help us in aerodynamic design of helicopters alone|
24 Instinctive: The entire physical universe displays con- Each species shows most important intricate attributes of the
sciousness; but it can be felt only by human consciousness| human mind distinctly and holds invaluable lessons for us to
The true mathematics will logically define how the first particle learn| While dates ripen in the scorching desert winds, coconut
evolved from emptiness| Spinning is impossible without an axis| with radiation-shielded husk retains reviving drink| Bamboo,
We need to proceed from emptiness to the origin of mathematics| a member of the feeble grass family, withstands tornadoes|
The universe is for human mind to learn; it is causal based and infinite
Message
as the mind is causal based, infinite; command kept in each particle
Brief : G
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Amid the coral reefs are species undetectably camouflaged|
Predators hunt often on much larger and stronger animals
risking their own lives| Hyena attacks even leopards and lions|
Herbivorous, carnivorous or omnivorous species also include
greatly significant lessons way beyond what we know now| The
presence of carnivorous plants or regurgitating and rechewing
in cattle carry rare, precious lessons| Various species are seen to
migrate| While we replicate physical and operational features of
species in our technologies, their most fundamental trait linked
directly to us humans, has eluded us all along| Insects swarm or
mill about a point, birds fly in flocks, fish school, and quadrupeds
herd| We’ll soon know why and how such flocks are formed and
maintained| The planets we feel as ours are ready to guide us to
an unseen phase of undisclosed wisdom| Why the first 2 planets
have no moons, Earth has just one, Mars has 2, and the gaseous
planets have several dozens will be known| Many important
events and phases in human history are linked to the functioning
of solar system in an inconceivably hidden way| A team of expert
astronomers from renowned space centres must join at once.
26 Honouring: No species except human has ever desisted
from honouring humans| While some species can be domesticated, some can’t be tamed at all and remain wild| Plants too
exhibit similar features; a fruit tree never bears another fruit;
paddy field doesn’t bear wheat| As everything is part of a unique
textbook for humans, each provides precise, invaluable lessons|
We must destroy the enmity and not the fighting enemies|
Weapons can’t eliminate enmity; they only escalate it| The seeds
of enmity get sown, take root and begin to grow only in the human minds| So enmity must be removed only from the minds|
Out of the millions of sperms produced in a man’s lifetime, very

few result in an offspring| While sperms are normally produced
in the presence of a woman, an ovum emerges periodically
regardless of man’s presence| While the mother’s identity is
exposed the father’s identity remains completely concealed|
The mother is enjoined to fulfil a most responsible and exalted
deed of founding in the baby’s mind an unknown person as its
father| Why Om was taught as the Primordial Sound, and why
each scripture and true leader came at the respective times|
Quran is inscribed on a Guarded Tablet (Q85:22)| Arabic, far
more than a language, is an encrypted system with each word
denoting a formula| All special letters (Muqatta’at) at the start
of several chapters will be interpreted| Why Moses, Jesus and
Muhammad came in that specific order, and why the followers
of only these 3 prophets remain on Earth now will be known|
The causal basis behind the arrangement of chromosomes
and genes in cells will be known| The basic rules underlying
creation of human and the reason for the specific form and arrangement of organs in human body are explained| As nature
and our thinking are causal-based, we clan accept anything
only if it’s based on causality| Moving to the next phase without
perceiving the unseen is like an infant born with disorders.
27 Pondering: An atom is an important microbook| The reason
2 and 8 correspond to stability and chemical inertness is closely
related to numbers and mathematics| This phase explains why
the human DNA has 4 chemicals, has the peculiar anti-parallel
double-stranded structure, and why 23 pairs of chromosomes
exist in cells| It also describes why the sperm decides the sex of
the offspring, and while the Y-chromosomes decides ‘maleness’,
the X- doesn’t contain any ‘femaleness’, implying femaleness is
more basic and widespread than maleness| The entire human

anatomy with skeletal, muscular, cardiovascular and other sys- the first particle, it’s seen everywhere| The understanding of the
tems convey most fundamental lessons| The anatomy of human root cause behind numbers (1 to 9 and zero) and mathematics
hand, the irregular sizes and shapes of fingers, their similarities will change our approach to science and learning altogether| If
and differences with the toes, the arrangement of toes and nails matter formation is based on mathematical order, there exists
in many animals and birds, and the inverted image on the retina an invisible state before the first particle where all universal
of eye getting interpreted rightly by brain contain lessons with laws exist| ‘Five’ appears at the intersection of natural numbers
evidence| While the eye continually refuses (blinks), the ear can’t and golden sequence| Just before 5 is 4, signifying matter disperclose sound except by force| The vision comes from afar without sion; after 5 is 6, denoting the laws of creation| Geometry and its
the support of a medium, but hearing needs a medium, and basic rules that nature taught us contain immensely profound
has a much shorter range| These point to important profound but hidden facts| In 2D, the ratio of area of a square to its infacts related to the five human senses| The consciousness part scribing circle (1:0.785), and in 3D, the ratio of volume of a cube
of mathematics will help us grasp how the human brain and to inscribing sphere (1:0.524) denote essential formulae related
its neural activities assist us in complex tasks| All scientific and to the origin of the universe| The 4 common points between a
spiritual laws related to consciousness are determined fully by square and its inscribing circle indicate matter distribution;
mathematics| It’s important to explore: ‘Where did life appear the 6 shared points of a cube and inscribing sphere indicate
from?’, ‘When did consciousness originate and how?’, ‘Is there the laws of functioning| ‘Causality is made the fundamental
an evolution for consciousness too’| As an atom represents an law that prevails’ is far more important than the first particle
invaluable system governed by precise laws and clear funda- and the entire universe| It’s not the first particle that must be
mental basis, it’s impossible for objects and species made of such established to perceive the formation of the universe; it’s its root
atoms and cells to evolve haphazardly without any purpose. cause| We’re about to realise the profundity of human intellect.
28 Depicting: Earth at third orbit is distinct with 7 continents, 29 Displaying: It’s time to realise the hidden causal basis
7 oceans, innumerable plants and animals, vibrant rainbows, a behind species, from unicellular to huge and extinct ones, why
single moon, and the presence of humans| Nature has distrib- each forms and behaves in that way| We can logically know the
uted colour and golden ratio widely over flowers producing a concealed mysteries behind why each species exists in its specific
great splendour| Green derives and stores energy from the Sun habitat| So far, psychology could record and study only exposed
for itself and other species, and supplies energy and oxygen| The interactions of the human mind| There exist greatly vast, totally
sky depicts an infinity of colours; among its wonders is the auro- unknown, unexposed or yet to be exposed mental states| No
ra of the poles| Can a way to detect human presence elsewhere in species portrays a particular behaviour pattern; instead, its
the universe ever appear, or can we, at the least, know whether interactions (habitat, sounds, movements, etc.) are what it’s|
we can get a logical answer to this| As colour is made a law upon Each species has evolved to display its nature| It’s first a nature,
Atomic numbers are the material scripture of mathematical elucidaMessage
tions for origination of the physical universe and guidance to salvation
Brief : H
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and then a species to embody the nature| The interlinking of
varieties of species under water, on land and in air, or a species
dependent on another for sustenance, also manifest this| The
entire acquired knowledge about species including those from
fossils leads to an exalted understanding of human mind| While
some birds can’t even lift off the ground, some make regular
holiday trips across the poles! We continue to base many odd
behaviour patterns upon the species or think it nature’s way|
‘A plant or animal is for depicting a particular nature’ opens up
gates of a unique wisdom| What’s my relation as human with
this species, or what’s the role of each species on me| Human isn’t
the body or life; it’s the consciousness–an infinitely profound
system| Like an aircraft accelerating on its runway to gain
sufficient speed to transfer its load onto air, we must acquire
the needed speed quickly| Logical proofs of why each species has
evolved into its present form with features are getting exposed,
redefining the theory of evolution altogether| These will provide
clear clue to exploring the question: ‘Who and what for we’re?’
30 Inscribing: The Moon symbolises the human presence on
Earth| It firmly engraves the fundamental awareness that must
accompany the human mind| We had to progress so much to
view the far side of the Moon| The dissimilar far side describes
how to read the near side| The word Guardian in the first
revealed verse (Q96:1) denotes the Creator guiding human|
Linking every scripture and prophet, it’ll prove the entire history
from the Primordial Om to the mysterious Alif-Lam-Meem in
Quran| The Moon is a physical emotion for Earth; its inscriptions will soon become a psychological emotion for humans|
Everything human learnt through beliefs, scriptures, natural
phenomena and hidden great truths transmitted across gener-

ations are getting interpreted now| Foundations of numerous
branches of science, mathematics and concealed mysteries
behind beliefs get elucidated with irrefutable proof| The Sun to
radiate light, the Moon to reflect it and the basic states of human
creation to convey it as such before the intellect is the Divine
command of the first Quranic verse| The Earth denotes woman,
and Moon the ova production| We must hasten to learn to read
the marks inscribed on Moon’s near face as they testify that the
Sun, its light and phases of the Moon are far from ordinary natural phenomena| The Moon’s tidal locking didn’t occur randomly
during formation| The symbolic statement to a soul that begins
to read the Moon is: ‘An ovum is cleft for your earthly presence’|
The truth behind how and why different beliefs and philosophies
evolved will be known with logical clarity| We’ll also know why
the followers of Moses hold to the Star of David, a hexagram
made of two overlaid equilateral triangles| The fundamental
cause behind a triangle will be known redefining trigonometry
altogether| The second coming of Jesus and the significance of
the pentagram in the golden section will be explained| Enclosing
everything, Muhammed and Quran, along with mathematical
order, laws of colour, basis of geometry, planetary positions
and everything about the Moon will be defined| Important depictions of geometry took place during the time of Moses| Major
discoveries continue to emerge from the followers of Moses| The
time humans begin to realise the Moon and the Moon starts to
speak about humans marks the beginning of the intellectual
phase of true human| Just as each species displays its nature,
human will begin to live pondering over everything in nature
31 Describing: We see objects in space because space is invisible| A tornado, earthquake, volcano or tsunami isn’t a natural

disaster| Being a planet, the Earth needs some space to vent its lessons for its great journey towards truth| The three basic
fury| The only unnatural disaster the Earth encountered so far is colours act as the learning tools for humans from the earliest
from humans| We deserve to attain true eminence only when the days of childhood| Remember, the digits from 1 to 9 are assigned
Earth is fully satisfied with its environment and serenity about position by zero, the nullity| Zero isn’t part of the digits, but
the humans as with everything else in nature| All destructive mathematics dissolves in it| Just as mathematics can’t be applied
competitions, invasions or wars, and other similar events have directly, it’s impossible to apply colour directly to the three prihappened to lead the supreme human forward| If facts exist mal facts| As we realise the fundamental fact that behind every
in the unseen, we can discover visible signs| We can deny the existence is a cause, colour assumes a primary significance| A
unseen part of visible objects only if we first reject our own self| particle denotes the construction and colour its purpose| Each
The denial with tongue isn’t one’s fault just as it isn’t the fault of the countless species under water, on land and in air has its
of a body that cancer affects it| As we put anything to logic, we distinctly unique identity| God intends a human society foundget a chance to assess our own logical ability| We’ll soon real- ed on Earth based on truth and virtue with intellection, well
ise science and spirituality are the two sides of the same coin| aware of protecting Earth, its species and future generations.
Knowledge related to matter and operations can be explored 33 Revealing: Everything gets divided into invisible dark matscientifically| We can access knowledge related to consciousness ter and visible universe| The entire universe is unified too| While
only by deep intellectual thinking| Fundamental facts lie in con- the law for human abode is set at 3rd orbit on Earth as matter,
sciousness realm and can be read in the arrangement of our cells, the golden position of human is manifested at 5th orbit as the
the DNA, organs, the skeletal structure, and in the five senses| It’s asteroids| Each of the planets in the solar system didn’t originate
consciousness that gives rise to different species| The question: in that way due to independent reasons; they’re all interrelated|
‘Is such knowledge essential for human?’ is like two babies in the The asteroids denote the human species| Centring the asteroids,
womb wondering why vision and other senses are being given. a textbook gets disclosed dividing the planets into the seen and
32 Disclosing: We live inside a great system governed by the the unseen with the terrestrial and gaseous natures| Based on
omnipresent mathematics that discloses every form of interac- mathematics, before the golden 5th position and the preceding
tion and mystery of a particle, cell, species, planet, galaxy or 4th, human had to be born on the 3rd planet| Only one moon was
the entire universe| We reside in our abode the solar system, the necessary for Earth as a sign for human given by nature| Wiping
living fundamentals of mathematics| The solar system provides away the harm humans have caused to Earth, we need to begin
that part of mathematics essential for our life here| Mathematics to feel its purity and excellence| The solar system will continue to
doesn’t apply directly to space-time-consciousness concepts; but remain as an essential, unending Divine Scripture| Every govthe first particle could evolve only when the 3 unite| The human erning authority, scientist, intellect and every sensible human
mind is the only creation; everything besides it are invaluable must act responsibly at once| The planets in the solar system
Universe is causal based; mathematics shows causality of events logMessage
ically; the causal basis of origination of mathematics getting revealed
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are organised based on fundamental principles most essential
to human| Every hour humankind spends without the profound
presence of Jesus results in an irreparable loss| Furqan describes Jesus’ Second Coming as nigh| Time has come now with
minimum essentials completed| The forthcoming phase discloses
the fundamental laws for the birth-intended human destination.
34 Entrusted: Let’s eliminate, in our mind, everything of the
physical world including our body| ‘Did space continue to exist?’
or ‘did it evolve as the effect of a hidden cause?’| The matter
content of the entire universe including our body, its movements
and beats enable us to perceive time| It’s impossible to enter the
reason behind the foundations of space, time, consciousness
with our five senses alone| We know we can’t hear, touch, taste
or smell space| We think we see space| Seeing is the feeling
that space is invisible and stops once space gets visible| We’re
familiar with ourselves only while caught up inside our physical
body, a beat related recognition| To identify consciousness in
its purest form, we must be liberated from the beats of the solar
system| We’re born with five sense to enter into the sixth that
we’re aware of| Based on proportioning, we see large variations in the sensory abilities of different species around us| For
understanding pure forms of consciousness we can think about
consciousness only with consciousness| To communicate with
the unseen consciousness, the sixth sense beyond the five senses
is needed| The five senses in our physical body are given based
on the first five positions of mathematics| Outside the material
sphere, the first sense of consciousness is felt by consciousness
as the 6th (=5+1) sense| It’s in this inner sense that the first
stage of the unseen wisdom for human is kept| Without adding
oneness to the six stages of law, we can’t visualise the unseen|

Mathematics accompanied humans from the earliest of the
primal days itself| While in the womb, life and consciousness
accompanied us; we knew how to act| We’re assigned a specific period of stay in this ‘time womb’| We came from and
can remain only in the unseen| Humankind is about to face a
magnificent time ahead| Human provided with the supreme
intellect and ability to explore the unseen is about to realise their
own true eminence| While we witnessed the first two (space
and time) stages of human mind so far, we’re about to begin
the journey into the third most essential ‘consciousness stage’.
35 Delegated: A particle and its functioning can’t but be together; once it forms, it must begin to function| The first particle
can form only without establishing a force that needs other
particle(s)| Let’s visualise that force (or law) as a command
and designate it as the Primordial Sound ‘Om’| The process of
creation thus began, takes the form of particles, planets, Sun,
galaxies, energy, air, water, nature, species, you and me| For
everything before us, its functioning is for the sole purpose of
displaying its hidden basic cause| We can’t see space nor prove
its presence; we can only feel it| We feel time as we’re in the solar
system| Matter and motion were for the third phase to final reality| When we switch on a light in a room, it’s as if we switch on
every object in that room| The Sun is thus a command to learn
about the solar system in its light| Only five Quran verses were
first revealed based on the golden rule; the next verses were
revealed after an interval| These five verses contained purely
the description of the solar system| Much more than a source
of energy and life to the material body, the Sun is the primary
source of wisdom to consciousness| The body and life are solely
for the consciousness component| Along with appearance of the

Sun, the light is a command: ‘Be, in every phase’| Each planet is circle as: ‘In the name of God’| Square denotes matter, circle life,
a proof for the basic laws behind the origination of the universe| and the reading signifies consciousness| We use only the physiThe solar system is a depiction of omnipresent mathematics, cal and operational characteristics of mathematics now| Much
the basis of the entire universe| The Moon with its marks and more than being a basic geometric form, an equilateral triangle
sign for life on Earth continues to reflect the command with is the line diagram of the 3 basic facts of creation| The value of
sunlight upon the human intellect| For feeling anything with each angle (60º) denotes the position of law determined before
consciousness, we need its assistance itself| Once the doors to the formation of first particle and its purpose| As space-time-conunseen Furqan discloses from Quran, humanity starts to realise sciousness are established for the same law, it’s made equilaterits true greatness|Just as we don’t call the human body a brain al| The sum of its angles (180) denotes the cause of mathematics,
system, it isn’t proper to call our abode as the solar system| It’s its important stages and destination| The sum of angles of two
a fundamental system denoting the Infinite Revealing Wisdom such triangles (360) represents the basic way colour is applied
and is to be followed| In all human systems including the book to the whole universe| Pyramids are the 3D forms of triangles|
of genes, in the skeletal structure, nervous system, and in other The Ten Commandments given to Moses are the first order upon
anatomical systems are kept lessons we need to comprehend di- Earth disclosing the consciousness component of mathematics|
rectly| More lessons for the direct learning are kept on our abode The Creator’s command to creations is related to trigonometry
the Earth itself as plant and animal species| What’s constantly and mathematics| The hexagram signifies the profound coveneeded is kept visibly a little away upon the Moon, and concepts nant between the creation and the Creator| In Q20:10 ‘When
to be reminded of regularly are kept on both Venus and Jupiter. Moses saw a fire and said to his family, ‘Stay here; I perceive
36 Founding: The last 3 prophets Moses, Jesus, Muhammad a fire’, indicates the burning Sun next to Mercury, the planet
indicate all the prophets, are connected by a triangle, and Moses represents| In Q2:63 ‘We raised over you the mountain’,
represent space-time-consciousness elements| Trigonometry is the ‘mountain’ signifies the pyramid (covenant); it relates to
important in physical sciences as the 3 sides of a triangle denote Jesus by its height (time) and Muhammad by its square base|
these 3 basic facts| Moses represents space| It’s the primal form ‘I am the first of the believers’ (Q7:143), indicates the first planet
of matter and began with the formation of the first particle| Mercury in the solar abode| After Moses and Jesus, Quran is
Jesus represents time| Muhammad denotes consciousness| It’s revealed as the last Scripture| In Q7:160 ‘We divided them into
essential to have a purpose-driven functioning for the entire 12 tribes’, where the ‘12 tribes’ indicates the infinite nature and
universe| Abjad began with Hebrew and got culminated with groups of mathematics| ‘We threw Pharaoh and his soldiers
Arabic| Jesus was himself a Book by birth| Triangle denotes the into the sea’ (Q28:40) may seem to contradict: ‘So today We
covenant between creation and the Creator| Denoting an area in will save you in body that you may be a sign to those who
space as a square and inscribed circle as deed, we can read the succeed you’ (Q10:92); the ‘sea’ here denotes matter; Pharaoh
Trigonometry is essential as sides of triangle represent: space, time,
Message
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was drowned in the sea of egoism, tyranny, evil and pride; his
body was protected as a lasting evidence and clear lesson| A
world of riddles with hidden, phenomenal truths awaits us.
37 Glittering: Founding the unseen fatherhood in human
mind, obeying it, thus forming a society with identity is Jesus|
The mother is given the noble mission of exposing the unseen
fatherhood before a child, establishing it and making the child
obey it, thus paving the basis of society| An individual’s lifetime
(timespan), is a fibre twisted together to form the timespan of
society| Suckling a child amounts to suckling the entire society|
Woman thus bears the society in pregnancy, delivers it, suckles
it and establishes it, a truly dignified deed–the deed of Earth|
Woman and Earth are one| Enclosing it in mathematics, entrusting this to noble Mary, Quran (Q3:45) informs her about
the good tidings the angels gave her| Mary symbolises every
great value a woman must possess| Mary was the consequence
of the prayer of her mother, another dignified woman, for a baby
boy| Each child is a word of God| Instituting God in the mind of
child is the foremost duty of both mother and father| Followers
of Jesus are instrumental in founding educational institutions
in remotest locations on Earth| ‘When God said, ‘O Jesus, Son
of Mary, recall My favour upon you and your mother’ (Q5:110),
‘And indeed, Jesus will be the knowledge of the Hour’ (Q43:61)|
Q19 at the fulfilling position of mathematics is kept in Mary’s
illustrious name| The Furqan phase defines why Jesus, the son
of distinguished mother appeared as a Prophet| Expect the true
coming of Jesus; it’s near| Unlike other planets, Venus (2nd orbit)
rotates retrograde denoting our return to God| The pentagram,
the star in divine section, is entrusted safely with the followers
of Jesus| Pointing to a planet brighter than star, noting it as:

‘like a star’, in the Verse of Light: ‘God is the Light of the heavens
and Earth’ (Q24:35)| Evidencing Jesus, the shining Venus is
kept on 2nd leaf of the solar system| It’s possible for human to
describe every experience, fact and thought rightfully only with
the realisation of a Supreme Power| Uranus, the 8th leaf, is kept
aside as the first lesson to found human and for teaching how
to distinguish truth from untruth| Rebirth was associated only
with Jesus and no other prophet as it involves a firm lesson and
guidance for every child and its parents| Furqan describes the
reason for the Second Coming of Jesus| To fulfil the commands
given to him through values, Jesus is to come 14 centuries after
the Quran was revealed to the next prophet with clear proofs.
38 Encrypted: Far more than a language, Arabic is a system
specifically evolved for the Quran (Q12:2)| ‘To be read’ doesn’t
pertain to the Quran alone; everything around us including
our own body is a lively word to be read| Just as the Quran
has a ‘soul’ with hidden inner meanings, every particle has a
soul| A flow related to mathematics exists beneath every verse
in Quran; laws of colour influence the form and position of
every verse| Renowned researchers, scientists, thinkers and
genii the world over have been informed as the matter takes us
to depths of countless new branches of science| The Quran is
a Book for human edited with the solar system in the medium
and formula of Arabic| Earth is set for humans to take birth,
grow and return| The digits 1, 2, 3,.. are the same in every
language and for every people| For the definition of Furqan to
emerge, human knowledge had to progress to the present level|
The literal meaning of Quran is limited to the material phase
only| The word ‘yawm’, e.g., has the literal meaning of ‘day’; its
formula meaning takes us logically forward through unknown

routes| When we observe a humming bird, it’s a flying bird to the unseen are grasped with clear evidence and conveying it to
us all; its behaviour is evident regardless of our language; we humankind at once is realised as obligatory| The word ‘let him
can learn deeper by exploring its genes| The Quran has discrete be cautious’ occurring at the middle of the Book (Q18:19) itself
letters at the start of 29 chapters in pure formula form (like: Alif- exposes this revealing phase of wisdom with colour and Furqan|
Lam-Meem) that remained undisclosed so far| That the Book is A phenomenon that existed in nature and gene of the very first
evolved out of these is explicitly stated in Q3:7| The pure formula human gets disclosed with causal basis| Minds may direct us to
form appearing at the beginning of many chapters in Quran suspect: ‘Is this scientific or spiritual?’ Is light, water or air scitestifies the Book is full of formulae| We’ll know 1400 signifies entific or spiritual? Regardless of the answer, these are essential
the law that completes unity in matter-dissipation in space and for our existence, and we need a logical answer| It’s time to begin
time| As in Q3:7 ‘others are similar’, indicating we’ll read the the journey from a confinement to an infinite free space like a
Quran with its language meaning| As the value of mathematics caged bird flying out into the open exposing its capabilities| The
and golden ratio get disclosed, the Quran will appear in its true mind intends to fulfil a task or resolves a situation in a specific
form| Space-time-consciousness subjected to specified law and way and gets stuck unable to expose the truth| A chemical comin golden section appears as 365 days, the Earth’s orbital period| pound is decided not by the mind but by the constituent elements|
‘We’ll show them Our signs in the horizons and within themselves The universe is made infinite with excessiveness of matter, yet it
until it becomes clear this is the truth, Q41:53| For the sole pur- functions in unity; that unity is infinite too| We must eliminate
pose of revealing Quran, the Scripture for human, Arabic was past practices that impede the functioning of our intellect| The
taught to a community as a language| This phase could begin seventh sense needs to be opened for perceiving the unseen|
only now as all scientific progresses made so far were essential| We’ll begin to sense the unseen and oneness as mathematics
The solar system protects the Quran in clear mathematical form. begins to describe itself| Knowing the First Cause behind the first
39 Decrypted: From the earliest humans to this day, from particle is immeasurably superior to all other discoveries made.
tribal communities to the most advanced societies, the concept 40 Refining: Origin: 8 planets (but 9 orbits) are paired into 4 based
of gods, goddesses, angels or one Supreme God exists as an on Planetary/Orbital Positions (PP/OP) relative to asteroids. The
inherent natural belief of the human species| A belief gets pro- terrestrial planets denote visible systems and gaseous the unseen.
tected by a society| Why different beliefs appear for the same Mercury 1 [Pair: Neptune; PP18, OP19] is key to solar system;
one human? Just as light, air or water, shouldn’t this be one for 18 indicates aiming purity, dividing virtue and vice; 19 defines
all? As everything described here gets disclosed with evidence, ends of phases and describes rules and bases of human deeds.
know that the unification of this for humans is near, marking the Solar system intended for basic essential rules of human mind
end of the present and the beginning of a most significant next holds many profound undisclosed mysteries related to 19.
phase| This is being communicated as these concealed matters of Proximity to Sun, its orbit, motion and everything about Mercury
Unique species in entire universe with intellect is human; we are not
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will be defined logically with evidence. Trigonometry is indispensable as a triangle denotes the covenant between Creator
and creation. Moses and hexagram represent the covenant. The
Pyramids (4 triangles, 1 square base) survived as proof. The
Children of Israel will continue to be the foremost in knowledge
as per God’s rule (Q2:47). The characteristics of planets are related to origin of matter, life, consciousness, evolution of human
mind and arrival of prophets. Ten Commandments represent
mathematical digits (1 to 9, zero, salvation). As the physical
world is mathematical, human is ordered to strive for gaining
greatest depths and heights in scientific wisdom. By knowing the
origination of mathematics one begins to identify the universe.
Neptune 8,9 [Pair: Mercury; PP81, OP91]. Blue denotes
consciousness and is given to Earth’s sky and oceans; it eludes
physical touch as we reach for it. The target planet Neptune
symbolises with evidence the foremost position of virtue intended by human birth and unity of society in creativity. It
institutes human species properly on Earth. Its surface markings resemble spectacular Earthly phenomena of schooling
fish and human eye. Despite being the smallest of societies, the
Children of Israel continue to contribute immensely to science.
They’re urged to study the Message responsibly. The pages of
the enduring Great Book of Law the solar system discloses now
with clear verifiable proofs that human species is much above
all our perceptions in terms of competence and virtue. The
entire solar system planets from Mercury to Neptune denote
19–mathematics, and embrace from first particle to the whole
universe. It’s made the abode for logically supreme human. As
human society progressing in material knowledge alone can
intellectually think about the causal reasons behind creation

of the universe with no conjecture, identify facts and unify
humankind in wisdom, the 9th position orders us to pursue and
acquire knowledge. Once mathematics gets defined, as we cross
from 1 to 9 stages, true human will be instituted upon the Earth.
Encoded: 5 Asteroid denotes human, is meant for their creation, the cause for solar system formation and lead to the intended target. As asteroid pairs with none, its pair is zero (salvation).
Natural numbers and golden sequence meet at 5. As human is the
sole creation where laws of divine mean unite, that position denotes them. It orders the mind to be in divine mean based on fundamental laws of creation. Human is paired only with salvation;
they’re paired with everything else for this. Their face and mind
are based on own form of divine mean. As we know why the universe with intellect, we’ll know how the universe from asteroids.
Venus 2 [Pair: Uranus; PP27, OP28] and its pair retrograde;
27 represents the law of colour dispersed in the universe. The
3 basic colours red-green-blue and their infinite shades are
based on this. Colour helps us to distinguish objects and their
distances. Much more than just colour, it’s a profound Book of
Law as will be known mathematically. In atoms, 2 and 8 denote
the maximum number of valence electrons. Though impossible
for Creator to have a child in His creation, factual reason behind
beliefs of father, mother, child needed to establish true human
with identity on Earth is being revealed. ‘Indeed Mary is chosen
as the noblest of all women’ (Q3:42). Venus, the planet with no
light, shines brighter than a star at positions obvious to eye
from Earth, signifying and evidencing Jesus. It’s time for the
return of Jesus. ‘Behold, he comes with clouds; every eye shall
see him’ (Rev. 1:7). The significance of pentagram, the star in
divine mean, and the relation of asteroids with humans will

be described; solar system will testify. A phase of Revealing at north pole of Saturn exposing the law of 6 indicates it. It
Wisdom discloses and a unified human society gets instituted on reveals 7 circles, laws of circle and interprets rules for obeyEarth based on mutual contract with each child born with a legal ing the unseen laws, imparting mutual respect, prompting
fatherhood, human society founded with strong marital bonds goodness and desire to submit before One God. Magnificent
between man and woman, and each soul led to true belief in God. colourful rings of Saturn represent the 7 colours of the rainbow
Uranus 7,8 [Pair: Venus; PP72, OP82]. Precise, clear reasons indicating 37. This pair shares: 3 basic colours in presence of
exist behind formation of each planet, its nature and orbit. The water and sunlight elucidating into 7, and carbon, that absorbs
rule that makes Venus shine brighter than a star and rotate light completely under tremendous pressure and temperature
retrograde causes Uranus to retrograde differently with an transforms into diamond with very high optical dispersion.
axial tilt of 97.77º, making it roll like a ball in its orbit. The solar Earth typifies motherhood and is kept for the living including
system where numbers join golden sequence is a Great Book for human (Q55:10). The visible marks on Moon’s near face dehuman created distinctly with intellect to perceive wisdom of the scribe it as a symbol for human. ‘The time is near; the Moon
unseen. Human is enjoined with outflowing deeds. As an expla- is interpreted’ (Q54:1). The cause for the existence of Earth is
nation to everything, Quran reveals Furqan now. Every existing evidenced by the Moon, Saturn, all their phenomena and the
and historic belief and philosophy such as Atheism, Agnosticism, asteroids. Muhammad is delegated to receive the oft-repeating
Communism, Rationalism, Hinduism, Judaism, Buddhism, Quran. This most distinctive period for human marks the end
Jainism, Christianity, Islam, Sikhism and all others will be ex- of the present phase and beginning of the next. Space, time,
plained constructively. Humankind will be guided towards true consciousness, the 3 basic colours and the elaborating 7 will be
foundations of physics, chemistry, biology, astronomy, mathe- explained. The return journey of human too will be elucidated.
matics, psychology and every fundamental branch of science in Saturn 6,7 [Pair: Earth; PP63, OP73]. Water and light flashes
a logically flawless way with clear causal basis. Each particle the pages of a great Book as rainbows on Earth and forms
evolving to form the entire universe illustrates the phenome- magnificent standing crown around Saturn making it the
non of existence from emptiness. Like light in the darkness or jewel of the solar system. Its rings made of water ice compose a
wisdom in ignorance, the truth gets separated in human minds uniquely spectacular display of colour. The intense turbulence,
from conjecture. This position records the necessary laws for marks like those on Jupiter, the most unusual hexagon at its
guiding the human mind towards true causal basis of creation north pole, the great white spot with an inner glow, the mysteof the universe beyond the visible realms we’re familiar with. rious appearance, reflecting the sunlight by its own material
41 Defining: Earth 3 [Pair: Saturn; PP36, OP37]. 36 denotes body (the ring) to the night-side provide clear proofs to the
the basic laws for the arrival of consciousness in material body Revealing Wisdom. The presence of several dozens of moons
of species on Earth (birth, life, death); most unusual hexagon and the reflection by its rings transform its nights into days as a
3
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magnificent phenomenon on Saturn. The reason for its surface
being subjected to such high-speed winds and its rings made of
water ice will be logically explained. Saturn begins to describe
the causality of nature’s great Book of Colour. Read along with
Saturn’s superb rings, ‘He created the heavens and Earth in six
days; then mounted the throne’ (Q32:4); and ‘His throne was
upon water’ (Q11:7). Thus, Saturn exemplifies the enthronement of the unseen in the human mind. Colour is represented
mathematically as 117 (Ch:51). Fundamental facts behind the
formation of the universe and the laws of creation of the human
mind will be disclosed. Colour and mathematics will testify.
Decoded: 5 Human can’t accept illogic. The reason for the
nine orbits but eight planets will describe why the asteroids
are left as dispersed matter at the fifth orbit. The asteroids
being related to the Moon, the lunar calendar kept in use, the
production of human ova related to the phases of the Moon,
the first five Quran verses (Q96) symbolising its nearside, its
farside kept hidden from Earth, Q96 evidencing Q54 (9×6) declaring ‘Moon will be interpreted’, 54 being a form of 45 (∑1-9);
only X-chromosomes given to women, while Y- with X- given
solely to men; the address: ‘You two overburdened societies of
males and females’, (Q55:31), pairing 5 with 5, and all descriptions of the solar system in Q55 will be completely disclosed.
Mars 4 [Pair: Jupiter; PP45, OP46]. ‘45’ indicates all interactions of the material world are based on unseen causality and
signifies the basis and omnipresence of mathematics. Denoting
the sum of digits 1 to 9, it represents matter dispersion in the
golden mean. Humankind created in the best of the divine mean,
enabled with the unique ability to think about the unseen gets
elevated to its true destination in this phase. The 5 in 45, points

where natural numbers and the golden sequence intersect,
denotes the most important unique law of mathematics. It’s
paired with Jupiter, the Book of law for humankind. The 4th
position and the presence of the two small closely orbiting moons
provide proof for the great Revealing Wisdom; it also describes
why Jupiter is the largest planet. Mars at 4th denotes matter
dissipation; Jupiter at 6th orbit establishes laws of nature and
human mind. The revealing phase of Furqan, the definitions
and mysteries of mathematics and the encrypted Arabic system
unite at Mars and Jupiter. With it, all prophets and the laws
of mathematics get exposed. The causal basis of colour and
numbers needs to be learnt; the logical account for the concept
of angels must be comprehended including whether it’s real or
mythical. The true human who can intellectually accept the unseen as proofs identifies the fundamental laws and gets unified.
Jupiter 5,6 [Pair: Mars; PP54, OP64]. The largest planet in
size and mass appears with most intense light in night sky after
Venus. The great storm, turbulence, calligraphy-like marks and
constantly active great red spot are commandments of Creator.
Similar surface patterns on Saturn signify most important laws
for human to learn. It’s the foremost planet that explains all
prophets and covenant, provides first lesson about formation
of particles in golden mean and distribution over the entire universe, the rules of each particle, and rules between particles and
between planets. It explains why humanity associated names
of gods/goddesses with many planets, stars and constellations.
Meant to define creation and functioning of a particle, and
deeper yet, the primary cause of the two, it offers unending
scope for future explorations. Its moons and phenomena on Io
bring more elucidations. Jupiter awaits to guide us to great

proofs with its blue on its pole indicating human intellect that As we begin to realise: ‘The sublimest creation intended for the
only can perceive the unseen with no pigment on Earth, and its most profound deeds in the entire universe is human, an Earth
moving calligraphic phenomenon on its sides closely related to based on virtue and truth is kept as our abode, and we’re given
the inner ordering of the Quran about to manifest. It also points as scripture everything from a particle to every basic principle
to separating virtue and vice as deeds for human. The funda- of founding the solar system’, we’ll unify as one community|
mental laws in formula form gets fully founded mathematically. Proofs are obtained that as solar system began to evolve, every
42 Proceeding: While each species is unique, each is part of planet assumed its position, features and behaviours for the sole
one interconnected system| Every plant and animal species exist purpose of becoming an abode for humans| Extensive studies of
to display a specific nature and set of features and are unified terrestrial and gaseous planets including the Moon needs to be
with the creation of the human mind| The difficulty in compre- carried out at once| We’ll know the reason behind the forward
hending the truth was also felt while the flat immovable Earth motion of our abode Earth and its tidally locked Moon| Verses
was replaced by the moving globe or the geocentric status was are engraved upon the Moon as a Scripture that can be read
changed to the heliocentric one| One phase of human was over by every human alike| As a chemical element forms as the efas we entered air from water, from the womb to the outer world| fect of a cause, its rules existed in the unseen before it evolved.
The origination of invisible stage of consciousness marks the 43 Succeeding: From the physical and operational characterend of matter-based assessment of truth| Indications regarding istics of objects and species we can decrypt the encoded intrinsic
the unseen were provided indirectly as forms of beliefs from reasons of why each exists and functions with its specific features
the beginning| It’s difficult for the present human to realise the and behaviours| The first particle can’t be the cause and the
primal fact: ‘Every particle, cell, species, Earth, solar system entire universe its effect is evident| As mathematics provides the
and beyond are created and maintained as the cause for the cre- causal basis of particles and the entire universe, it must exist beation of human with incomparably supreme status in the entire fore them| In this causal-based universe, nothing can exist with
universe’| An atom or cell can’t form without inspirations being broken causal links is the most fundamental law| If human is
set up; let’s call this its consciousness element| Human knows to the most dignified creation in the universe is a fact, mathematics
some extent about their own consciousness as they themselves is the essence of commandments to the one unified humankind
are that consciousness| We tend to consider objects and planets on Earth| It’s thus our duty to identify its causal basis| A form
made of particles to have no life, or are inert| From the tiniest of that denotes human must denote his consciousness, the common
particles, nothing in the universe is inert or lifeless| No species human face, and must include the golden section and geometry|
except human discriminate among other members of its own Just as air and water are one, beliefs regarding fundamental
species| The offensive conduct of species seen is meant to depict principles of creation must be one for all| Besides eliminating
before humans the set of lessons the species is created to display| variances in beliefs, the wisdom unites humankind into one
Green derives and stores energy from Sun for itself, others; red (soil),
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community| We read about us, about why we’re here on this blue
planet with a single moon at the third orbit| It’s essential to use
the superior intellect given to us in the right direction of virtue|
Pluto orbits the Sun as if it’s a planet but trespasses the leaves
of the great disk-like solar system, our abode| Keeping ‘9’ aside,
the first ‘8’ stages (up to separation) of the commandments of
mathematics forms a single unit| After 9, it dissolves in nullity|
The omnipresent mathematics is the command to fulfil the 9th
stage given to human, the only species capable of knowing the
unseen| The asteroids are set up at the golden position of 5th orbit
denoting the entire humankind| They divide the gaseous planets
from the terrestrial ones, and the unseen from the seen| Every
planet in solar system we call inert has a precise purpose instilled in it that makes it keep its target| It’s this inspiration that
exists as consciousness in human| It’s the same inspiration that
makes an atom, cell, and everything else in the universe to behave its way. Why should human, the unparalleled species with
supreme intellect, misuse it lifelessly ruining life’s very purpose?
44 Educating: Lessons are widely distributed, from atoms
and cells, to species and planets, and even in our anatomy| The
human mind is incomparably noble and superior to everything
else in the universe| Just as truth and the Creator are in the
unseen, creation is in the unseen too| The Creator is one; the
creation is one too, divided and dispersed; each such part is an
individual| That creation is the ‘intellect’, capable of sensing the
unseen, given only to human| It’s a law that human with intellect
must be included in the physical phase, and after undergoing
intricate lessons must proceed further| In an ideal stage with
truth based own control only, each individual gets relieved fully
from the duty to guide others| The humankind has reached a

stage just before its fully developed state| If we intend to drive
a vehicle on water, we design it to float on water; if we need
one to travel on land, on both land and water, or on snow, we
design it accordingly| When nature evolves a species, it has a
truly precise purpose; everything around it is arranged based
on this| It’s set solely for the human mind| It’s a fundamental
fact that we can’t see anything but the human mind in the entire
universe| The theory of evolution began at its founded state
from human mind’s earliest days through hundreds of thousands of years of mind’s evolution, as working form of mind’s
innate ability to discern virtue and vice protected as species as
a magnificent, exalted, infinite system| It’s impossible to define
any area of science without the support of mathematics| But
the cause behind mathematics can’t be found in the visible
realm| Just as the appearance of authenticating marks under
an ultraviolet lamp, if we observe proofs before the first particle
using certain areas of the intellect, we can clearly see them| The
electrons in the first and last shells of an atom are limited to 2
and 8, just as Venus and Uranus at 2nd and 8th orbits rotate
retrograde| Although rotates about the Sun, the solar system
came into existence for the sake of the asteroids| If spinning is
taken as an order, only Venus has a spin like a meshing gear
pair with almost no resistance with that order is a fact of great
significance; Uranus avoids the resistance in a distinct spin.
45 Dedicating: The asteroids divide the planets into two with
the first four terrestrial planets and the next four gaseous ones|
The piercing light of Venus, the spectacular colour dissipation
around the rings of Saturn and visuals and light from within,
and the persistent marks maintained by excessive speed on
Jupiter are each due to reasons we’ll soon realise| ‘Angels’ strikes

a dissimilar note in us unlike mathematics or geometry| We’ll in air, there are several anomalies too| Such strange acts conknow why ‘angels’ that affect no other species, affect the intel- tinue to remain outside the scientific purview which doesn’t ask
lectual human| As the concept of angels gets disclosed, along the ‘why’. Such readings will be possible only when we develop
with the root cause of mathematics, we’ll know the instances trustworthy methods to read the basic laws from the material
at which geometric forms began to interact with humans and and operational displays of everything around us| Every basic
the tasks with which each approached| The unusual hexagon at branch of science advances based on important laws and prinnorth pole of Saturn and the solar system geometry will testify to ciples| Spirituality too taught us many essentials| Even great
the geometric forms| The same geometry begins to appear from scientists and academics are seen practising rituals with faith|
within our own body as a proof| ‘We’ll show them Our signs in As human handles matters with logic, intellectually appealing
horizons and within themselves’ (Q41:53)| Space isn’t amenable proofs are necessary| We mustn’t allow prejudices, practices
to thinking; matter assumes red to denote it| With each particle, or ignorance to hinder us from grasping the truth| Geometry
its intended time of existence is inseparably linked| To indicate is the union of lines, curves, sectors, planes, angles, solids and
time, matter is given green| Consciousness decides the purpose unending other forms and concepts; each geometric form guides
and is denoted by blue| The three colours constitute a Primal us towards the unseen| Advances in causal-based study of naBook of Colour| Colour is a command| ‘Colouring of God. Who ture of species will lead us logically to deeper reasons of why a
is better than God at colouring? We worship Him’ (Q2:138)| species has evolved in that specific way| The entire species, living
White disperses into seven colours (the explanatory position of and extinct, will line up with evidence| A caterpillar devours
mathematics)| Black declares: there’s no colour here| Colour several times its body weight of foliage; but after a pupa stage
dispersed in matter and visible in light is a magnificent Book| We it transforms into a butterfly aiding in nature’s fertilisation|
never paid to water, air or nature to sustain us, nor to ecology to The nine orbital positions of the solar system are signs before
support us| Deed expecting no return isn’t a donation| We think human for fundamental principles in mathematical order.
about space as a stretched sheet with Sun at the centre with a 47 Extending: We think it possible to safeguard a soul that’s
great mass and think the other planets approach the incline to go born until its prescribed time| Holding back a soul destined to die
around the Sun| We had to thus rationalise the orbiting planets. is as impossible as bringing a soul that isn’t born yet| If a particle
46 Intending: From the first human, millions of sincere, has to form, there must be adequate space to accommodate it|
steadfast people have striven to achieve all that we’ve learnt Objects and species also need space outside; they need a system
until now| Science traversed a rigorous path of strict causality| for carrying out the deeds they’re meant for| As we explore space
Things that seemed spiritual once became scientific later| We’ve further, we encounter numerous clear evidences| As planets
no clue regarding the weird behaviours of many of the species| draw boundaries around a star, they need huge space| When the
While species are distributed extensively in ocean, on land and light from stars takes up its deed, it needs ample space to travel|
Blue indicates consciousness; transparent sea absorbs blue of sky to disMessage
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Space is a primal fact for which no boundary can be fixed even
in our thought| Time is just a feeling we get while caught up in
matter| Although our physical body is matter and life operates
it, it’s consciousness that gives the time sense| Future generation will realise: ‘A pitch dark phase had passed when none of
these were known’| Our abode the Earth, its nature, species, the
Guarded Scripture the solar system and humankind in it are
the result of a command given billions of years ago| The speed
and level of learning will greatly enhance as we begin to explore
the unseen| A plant or an animal is a system for bringing out a
flower or a set of behaviours| Instead of basing on plants and
animals, we need to base on their behaviours or deeds| The truly
boundless universe we can think of is distributed in entirety with
matter| It’s impossible to set any boundary to the infinite expanse of human thinking| Knowledge is the right of future generations; but it’s also an obligation of the receiving generation.
48 Scriptural: If every human is one, the journey route, rules
and objective must all be one| The habitat on Earth is set for the
zygote that’s completed its phase of stay in its mother’s womb|
The life for humankind is given to the first man and woman,
and through them to zygote; the very same life beats in every
human from first until now| While it’s spread over hundreds
of thousands of years, it’s the same one life| The condition of
the womb is incomparably different from the expanse of Earth
where stars millions of light years away are visible| Much different state, experience and knowledge await us ahead| Time was
penning history as proof for all times to come| The ‘Theomatical
scripture’ depicts the entirety of messages received from God| As
we reach ‘consciomatics’, the soul of physical mathematics, we’ll
see the entire universe is consciocentric, not biocentric| Each

gaseous planet is identified by its planetary and orbital positions| Human mind is made with virtues of every kind included;
the proof for the golden proportion of the mind is its supreme
intellect| The gaseous planets from Jupiter to Neptune exist with
command and evidence| While Pluto is important, it isn’t part of
the ecliptic| We use the precision, orbit and number of each planet from Mercury to Neptune of the solar system as mathematics|
Human acquired a great deal of knowledge as science after intellectual analyses and validation; another collection was brought
from the earliest times by prophets, thinkers and the righteous|
These two sides of the same coin traversed diverse scientific and
spiritual routes| While orbiting the Sun, Earth completes 365
phases or days| Dividing this into days and nights (365+365)
we obtain ‘730’, the Earth’s numeric value| The downward
triangle denoting Mercury and the upward triangle denoting
Earth unite to form a hexagram representing the covenant. At
its middle is a soul aiming salvation as Venus, shining like a star.
49 Numerical: Far more than how the grammar in a language
influences the structure and meaning of words, or how the
position of digits in a number decides its value, the linguistic
reading of ‘mathematics’ is based on fundamental principles|
The decimal part after 365 in Earth’s orbital period describes
the integer part| Just as numeric values are assigned to a
language, linguistic values based on fundamental principles
exist for mathematics| These disclose how to read the first commandments of the Creator who gave the cause for formation of
mathematics| The orbit numeric 365 cautions as: ‘everything is
set up on space-time-consciousness laws and in golden ratio’|
One who refuses to heed this and spends time trivially passes
one’s own life triflingly| The Moon is a symbol for humankind

and a Book of fundamental records of human creation, birth deeds upon our fingers| The numeric value of consciousness lies
and life| Every tiny area of Earth the Moon faces is an emotion recorded on the planets in the solar system| If the Primordial
for Earth and a factor influencing the ecologies of countless ‘Om’ continues with matter from creation to eternity, the Quran
species| The Sun is the source of life and centre where facts are too evolved along with it| The words in Quran provide the cause
established; it provides identity to each planet| The numeric behind the origin of the solar system and the arrangement of the
value of the Moon, the Scripture for humankind, stands at ‘5’ planets| For a word in Quran, there exists an intricate mathas it’s related to creation, birth and life of humans| The marks ematical system kept in the Book| ‘Far more than a Book, the
on the Moon are related to the creation of the human species Quran is a complex system like the solar system| Each Arabic
and the set of first five verses of Quranic revelation (Q96: letter having three sounds and the mention in Quran as ‘Arabic
1-5)| It’s a command to read the fundamental laws inscribed Quran’ (Q12:2) and not one ‘in Arabic language’ are due to
on the Moon in the sunlight (more later)| If we subtract from this|Changing the format from the way it’s recorded upon the
365 the sum of its digits (3+6+5=) 14, we get 351, the numeric Guarded Tablet to the Arabic formula form, making the mind
value (Abjad) of Arabic word ‘Quran’| As Quran means to be of Muhammad instrumental in revealing and recording it for
read and as it refers to the ‘Guarded Tablet’ (Lawhul Mahfuz), humankind is Quran| The first letter Alif is made of Alif-Lam-Fa,
Furqan discloses with proof that the Tablet is the solar system| with phonetic value 111; its square 12321 denotes mathematical
Thus, the Quran instructs human to read every phase and leaf position describing human creation and return after completing
of the solar system| The same number is obtained by adding a specific period of time here| God’s name in Arabic (Allah) is
the sum of the planets and asteroids, with an additional ‘1’ as an extensive formula that can be learnt in advanced studies.
1+∑1 to 4+50+56+67+78+89=351| The first word Iqra’a in the 51 Statutory: Though we’ve obeyed with matter and our life is
Quranic Revelation began with the command to ‘Read’, Q96:1. a compliance passed on to us from first human, obedience with
50 Planetary: The second revealed Quranic word was Bismi: consciousness is intended| 1112=1(232)1⇒171, denoting green| If
‘I begin keeping the Creator foremost in the way of truth’| The the blue of consciousness (117) is multiplied by 3 (space-time-conarea of a circle formed out of a unit square is π/4≈0.785| Each sciousness), we get 351, the numeric value of Quran| Squaring
globe appears as a circle, illustrating this| In the first two 351, we get 123201, one of the unending relations that show up
verses (Q96:1-2), besides the Moon, the four terrestrial planets during this disclosing phase| This blending is an immensely
and asteroid are indirectly included| The next three verses are serious, intricate and comprehensive Book of Law| While 4
related to the four gaseous planets| Why the near and far sides has several definitions, let’s keep its primary meaning as ‘matof Moon are kept dissimilar will be disclosed| One (1) and zero ter dissipation in the universe’| As space, time, consciousness
(0) are binary digits, the language that controls everything| The are the 3 states of matter, let’s record ‘3’ after 4 followed by a
laws of human gait are inscribed upon our toes, and the laws of decimal and repeating indefinitely as 4.3| Multiplying this by
 the Primordial Sound commands the soul: Enter the universe, see
Message
beyond matter, then conclude; human cannot close hearing sound
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3, three times, we get 117| Separating 2 from 9 denoting mathematics, parting it into 1 and 1, reading it with the remaining
7 is ‘117’, the great phenomena of colour given to soil, foliage
and sky| Multiplying 117 by 3, gives 351, signifying: ‘All matters
containing space-time-consciousness are in the golden ratio|
Matters regarding ‘Om’, the Buddha’s Eight Precepts, the Ten
Commandments given to Moses, the presence of Jesus and many
other fundamental facts occur to my mind in different ways.
52 Acquiring: The Quran is a live Book in Arabic formula
system with unending interpretations| The special letters at
the beginning of several chapters are attested by Quran as
the mother of the Book; the remaining words are ‘similar’ to
the words in Arabic language| The word ‘yawm’ includes the
definition of why a planet is created with the necessary habitat
for life, why among the countless species human too is created,
why the other planets are set up as evidence and guidance towards the unseen| A word used in the Quran acts as a formula
only at that position; outside it in usual Arabic language, it’s
just an ordinary word| When a word is used in the Quran, a
system is created outside it that functions continuously for the
existence of that word| The Primordial ‘Om’ begins with the
‘a’ sound, and travels straight without a form towards the ‘m’
phoneme endlessly| The last Scripture Quran was revealed
with the same sound, but in the command mode (Iqra’a) with
the ‘i’ sound| At the beginning of Quran, soon after the Preface,
the ‘a’ sound appears separated and described as ‘Alif-LamMeem’ (Q2:1) in pure formula form| The Quran ends with the
letter ceen ( ;)سits graphical form denotes space and time, with
consciousness extending to infinity| It’s important to realise
that misunderstanding is natural regarding beliefs other than

one’s own| The name to the next phase ‘ceenom’ wasn’t given;
it existed| When, where and why the trio of matter, energy and
consciousness must unite is decided and a particle gets created in
response to how the three constituents are united| Dust particles,
lumps of matter, planets, stars or even galaxies form this way.
53 Advancing: As space is truly unbounded, our entire acquired knowledge will continue to remain negligibly small| The
number of cells a seed develops in the first year of its growth
may be produced in just one hour once it grows into a tree|
We’re at a critical point of a world about to end for us, and yet
another faultless one to begin| As resources spent on untruth
get redirected towards virtue, we’ll have ample means for travel
towards true human| From the present state of matter (space)
and time (life) controlling the unseen consciousness, we’re about
to advance to the next phase of consciousness controlling both
space and time| Human is the only species holding to the notion
of an unseen God| Amidst the influence of unbelief, speculation,
dictatorship, invasion, selfishness, violence and discrimination
survived virtue and truth as long as we consciously insisted for
their presence| As truth gets exposed, all the forms we keep in
our mind until then get replaced altogether| As we enter the unseen phase, we need to guard against the misleading hesitations
that may arise in the minds| If we compare the travel in space
phase with a journey through water, the travel in the present
time phase is like a journey over land| But the resistance will
vanish completely once we take off to air| Thus, as the truth
appears it’ll replace even generations of rigidly held beliefs.
54 Enjoining: The unusual ability to mentally perceive the
unseen consciousness keeps human distinct from all other species| The solar system, Earth and everything around us are in

exalted laws in golden proportions| We need to grasp intricacies, deviate from the right way is the sole reason for the existence of
recognise the right course of action, move with nature and stand the entire universe, galaxies, the solar system, Earth and its phefirmly upon right proofs without faltering in the causal flow of nomena| It’s impossible to know the root cause of mathematics
events| Primal facts, wisdom and science exist based only on as long as we base solely on material studies and seek material
causality| Earth’s rotation about its fictitious axis at prescribed proofs| As we realise own forms of fundamental golden ratio,
distance from the Sun with precise direction and rules is the basis geometry and human face are all one marks the journey to a proof life on Earth| If our thoughts don’t move about the fundamen- foundest phase| In a circle, a primary point at the centre invisibly
tal causal axis, the result will be absolute destruction|The human controls all the infinite points at equal distance| The consciousminds must be kept at a specific distance from energy and proofs ness given to the zygote is unique; it transforms it into an indiof the First Cause behind the universe| To identify the source of vidual| The unique face given to each individual is a strict order.
First Cause, we must enter unknown stretches of unseen wisdom 56 Exploring: In the entire universe, truth is exposed in
and causal-based evidences| Everything in the universe has a the order of consciousness, time and space by existing with a
mathematical order of its constituent atoms or cells| Such a target, acquiring energy for functioning and with sufficient
journey from ignorance to wisdom, falsehood to truth, darkness matter| As matter is closest to our physical body, life next and
to light and matter to unseen reality is a mission of humankind| consciousness farthest, we term it space-time-consciousness|
Humankind struggled for centuries to advance from the Earth’s Time never withdraws from matter| Two united things can
flat and static first phase, the moving globe of the second, to the be disunited only together| For consciousness to depart, life
orbiting Sun of the third phase| Just as the solar system and we and body must remain| It’s a basic fact that consciousness gets
exist centred about the Sun, the humans begin to move centred decided first; body and life are united for it| Sleep is a pleasant
about the Supreme Power, along the course towards the true experience of freedom of consciousness to leave behind the
destination, with the minds directed towards that Oneness. body and life and return each day| Before disposal, a corpse
55 Enhancing: We define space keeping matter as a yard- discloses a fundamental truth: ‘Life and body were united for
stick, and time keeping energy and motion as yardsticks| the arrival of consciousness’| Causality of why a soul is made
Consciousness that visits us from and returns to the unseen is to be born as human can only be demonstrated by separating
incomparably distinct and superior from these two secondary life and body| When we’re in possession of time, we must use
facts| As colour denotes space-time-consciousness, it preceded it for noble purposes only| Facts, history and evidences will be
matter| Water in the most transparent state of life receives the causally explained in the imminent phase| Truth gets divided
blue of the ultimate consciousness and intends to display the into 3| The factual truth fills up the entire universe; a mind that
shade itself| This material-birth is a strong responsibility that enters the unseen logically is in the journey to supreme truth;
forbids us from stepping back in greatness| The inability to if a mind feels the final truth causally with inner vision, that
We scientists describe the physical identity of solar system; Moses, JeMessage
sus, Muhammad relate its consciousness identity to human salvation
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mind is in salvation| The universe causally exists with purpose
at the tiniest levels| The journey realising the causal basis of
everything is possible only for humans| Human is for the journey to existence, a journey to the unseen fundamental truth.
57 Expanding: A Supreme Consciousness did continue to exist
even while space and time remained purely conceptual| Only
when humans begin to think about the existence of a system of
law or consciousness as the First Cause of the universe do they
deserve to become truly exalted| For a pulse to occur, a particle
is a must; for a particle to exist, it must pulsate| Each pulse is
‘precise’ as we use it to divide time ‘precisely’; we call the time
period that we retain that precision in our consciousness as ‘us’|
The geocentric concept existed once due to speculations| As the
evolution of causal relations is ‘precise’, its beginning too must be
causal-based| We’ll know the Primal Cause is the Creator and its
first effect, the human mind| The concept of ‘God’ accompanied
human mind all along from the earliest time due to this| Human
continues to remain in different beliefs based on knowledge acquired at various times| As we begin to draw a circle, we fix its
end point as its closest point; only then is it a circle| While the belief system of primal human was in material phase, we live now
in its life phase| As we get unified peacefully into one single belief, we enter the forthcoming most important intellectual phase.
58 Arithmetic: Mathematics is the repetition of the basic
number unity ‘1’| The area of the inscribing circle to a unit
square is π/4≈0.785; it reads ‘believing in the unseen, discerning
virtue from vice, thinking with true human concepts in golden
proportion’| When truth gets disclosed, speculations disappear|
We see each celestial body as a circle (785)| Inherent difficulty in
comprehending the truth happens as part of the human nature|

At every point in human history, each society considered itself
to be the most advanced in intellection| The human mind is
incomparably superior to all systems that function anywhere
in this unbounded universe| Each species knows it to be that
species; that’s why it’s able to carry out its deed without erring|
Each species depicts a set of specific behaviours to us, humans|
It’s the precision of governing laws that we perceive as life and
count as specks of time| The universe exists means an accurate
law at minute level exists in the unseen that changes into energy for that regulatory system to function, and a species called
human exists to think intellectually about this| The entire system of the universe must be consciocentric and not biocentric.
59 Geometric: The centralised cause for the creation of the
entire universe is the phenomenon of human mind| The causal
chain that extends from the First Cause to that human is the
entire universe| The consciousness or the ‘soul’ is the cause for
the presence of body and life| We must explore the intricate
causal reasons of why the universe is organised the way it is|
All scientific knowledge we’ve acquired until now are strictly
causal-based while the others are rejected| If we reject the First
Cause of creation solely due to our inability to accept, we in fact
reject or are ignorant about the entire universe| By rejecting the
universe, we reject ourselves or our own intellect| True belief in
the Creator must evolve from a deep scientific understanding of
fundamental truths about the universe and an extensive learning| It’s impossible to characterise every deep-rooted nature of
the truly infinite human mind| This is like trying to study about
the Sun from it alone; we can never learn about the serene nature, greenery and life except the excessive heat and light| The
senses of different species are incomparably superior in power

and ability to the five human senses| Humans excel every species inexplicable| Remarkable are the stages of a butterfly that flaps
due to the unique ability to think intellectually about the unseen. its wings like the pages of a colourful calligraphic scripture|
60 Biological: There’s no distinct primaeval and modern crea- Incredible conducts and unusual life cycles of numerous species
ture except in humans| It’s a natural chain of fundamental laws hold vivid depictions of human mind’s incredible behaviours.
that we perceive as each plant and animal| Deeds manifest be- 61 Geological: Undetectable, uncreative thoughts hidden in
fore human as they can be unjust to themselves or to the outside| the depths of the mind must be eliminated by observing them
Human can think from the visible universe about the unseen ‘alive’| Great Darwin’s thinking: ‘Life continued to evolve from
consciousness that acts as the cause for the visible universe| the origin in stages and finally reached the human species’
The human brain is bifurcated based on the universal laws of contains comparison of human with other animal species and
darkness and light, vice and virtue or matter and reality, with is a significant way of reasoning| If it’s true that the universe
one side of the brain controlling the other side of the body and has evolved based on the boundlessness and expansive nature
vice versa| The skeletal structure of our body can be read as a of the human mind, then the human mind is the first creation|
divine scripture once mathematics is defined| The preparations The concept of the Creator followed humans from the first humade for human mind were much more comprehensive and pro- man until now| Human is in a continuous journey| We’ve only
found in comparison to preparations made for the existence of advanced very little until now| Human shouldn’t follow any
life on the once boiling Earth| If we go a little backward from the conjecture that isn’t logically sensible| The intellectual world is
highest state of human, we meet a species different from human indeed intricate; but entering this intricacy is a primal human
in consciousness, with each backward step we encounter many obligation| Geometry that fills up the universe is a language
other species in our downward journey| The most intricate of that communicates clearly and accurately to humans| While
mind’s transactions human passed by from the earliest humans we seek any scientific knowledge from any area, we depend
are recorded and preserved in different species varieties| The directly or indirectly upon geometry| Geometry is a system that
existence of gross destructive tendencies in human mind were re- exists in the universe to inform human about the fundamental
corded and preserved by many huge animals that visited Earth laws of creation and functioning of the universe| We reach to
much before our arrival here| Centring the origin of life, light unplumbed depths of mathematics by imagining a specific mathand Sun, gathering the essence from every resource, bringing ematical order| It’s the underlying mathematics that makes an
us as blessings unavailable elsewhere including the honey that atom or a cell, a species or a planet, the solar system or a huge
provides energy and cure, and taking us to loftiness and creativ- galaxy cluster to exist and function in those particular ways.
ity are the honeybees| How they realise to enclose the first seven 62 Historical: The very existence of the universe is a proof that
mathematical positions based on laws of circle in a hexagon and mathematics has a causal basis| We didn’t prescribe the angular
provide us with honey as blessings filled in these laws is truly measures of 90, 180 or 360º that way| The time Earth takes to
An ovum defines a sperm; soil defines a seed; geometry defines the funMessage
damental principles of mathematics; its basis: the Divine Scripture
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orbit the Sun (365 days) is part of prescribed laws| ‘Geometry’
is the language of motion, and thus, energy| four common
points exist between a circle and a square; six common points
are shared by a cube and a sphere; (π/6≈0.524) denotes the
totality of golden ratio, deed of separating right from wrong and
distribution of evidences over the entire universe| The colour,
geometry and mathematics inscribed in the ‘covenant’ (p65,66)
will describe the dignity of humans and the abode Earth| A
hexagram is made up of 2 triangles arranged as laws from the
Creator to creation and as obedience from creation to Creator|
As mathematics gets defined, we’ll know: 6 takes up the position
of law and hexagram, the Divine Commandment| Seven circles
make a six-sided hexmark| The north pole of Saturn records
the largest persistent hexmatrix in the solar system| The ova
production in women is related to the phases of the Moon| The
solar analemma appears as the separation of two circles and
tells us: just as a zygote divides, we must continually separate
truth from untruth in the human soul until death| Keeping
untruth to oneself is like retaining the dead cells| When one
transgresses Divine regulations and approaches closer than the
specified place trying to become God’s deputy or goes farther
away and rejects, one deviates from the path set for true human.
63 Paleolithic: The primal human felt that the support of
unseen powers were essential to eliminate fear, overcome weakness, to protect and guide them forward| Along with the basic
necessities of water, food and shelter, and many times even prior
to them, these unseen powers were felt most vital| It’s impossible
to set up a sun and evolve life from it; it’s equally impossible to
deny the light and energy of a Sun that’s established itself| The
concept of an Almighty Creator must appear and get founded

in human minds in an incomparably exalted manner| Many
beliefs and speculations, many places of worship, different pilgrimages and a variety of rituals; but for every human oxygen
is one, water is one, Earth is one, and the light and Sun are one
too| A genuine divinity should be completely acceptable to the
intellect, impossible to reject even by a little| When factual truth
regarding the universe is made to pass through the intellectual
‘prism’, it’ll enable human minds to examine facts directly concerning the unseen Creator of the entire universe| While the
concept that we’ve learnt much and ‘we’re much ahead of all
earlier generations’ may enable human to understand deeper,
it may also hinder the arrival of remarkably great phases such
as the forthcoming one| If human is the sole creation delegated
to represent God is a fact, isn’t it only for human the universe is
thus organised? The phases 1 to 9 of mathematics in the most
concise way is a great scripture evolved from the 3 fundamental states of space-time-soul unamenable to human mind.
64 Primordial: Time can show its presence only by making
an object to function or a matter felt| Time can’t exist alone as
time; thus, it can’t have a beginning nor an end| The period while
our consciousness feels time or is in time is the most significant
and valuable one| ‘Time is a witness’ (Q103:1)| It’s the time that
one’s mind senses one identifies as ‘I’| As a zygote is made to
develop, while we call it ‘birth’ or ‘life’, it’s factually the end of our
time here, or ‘death’| We’ll soon know the universe is still in its
youthful stage| The human mind’s extensive growth takes plenty
of time indicating the greatness of human| Unlike other species,
natural occurrences or nature’s powers accompanied human
as an unseen thought from the earliest times| The dinosaurs
weren’t eradicated from Earth due to ‘accidental’ strikes of me-

teorites as disaster isn’t applicable to any part of the universe| discards matters with no evidence| But in the human society’s
After the ‘material’ and ‘life’ stages that continued until now, journey, matters without evidence often take to fundamental
we’re about to enter the ‘consciousness stage’| Discriminations beliefs, leading to countless religions and myriad groups.
of any sort can’t exist in the coming phase| The proof that the 66 Evidences: Each angle of a square is 90 deg, the concluding
scientific ability and strength of the ‘life stage’ alone in the digit of mathematics and zero| The three dissimilar but congruabsence of the forthcoming ‘consciousness stage’ can result in ent fundamental components lying in entirely different planes
the decay of human is the continuing collection of powerful impossible to unite even in thinking are: space, time, consciousweapons that can destroy the entire humankind repeatedly. ness (111)| Adding 6, the law, to this leads to 1116 or 117, ‘colour’|
65 Primaeval: No other species except humans discriminate When the golden ratio enters colour, it gives rise to great feelings
humans| When the great Pythagoras coined ‘mathematics’ of pleasantness| The area of a circle emerging from a unit square
as mathema, ‘subject of instructions’, it remained so for the (0.785) represents 7, indicating the unseen, and two golden
study of the universe until now| Galileo said: ‘The universe numbers| The own form of the divine proportion is also the
can’t be read unless we master its language, mathematics. Its basis of configuration of the human face| An awareness about
characters are triangles, circles and other geometric forms. It’s the unseen as a feeling that something factually exists beyond
impossible to grasp a word without it’| When Newton named this visibility prevailed from the beginning of humankind| The
it as ‘Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy’, it wasn’t cause behind the organisation of the whole universe–the Primal
known it included human mind’s principles and human soul’s Cause–is more profound than the entire universe and its phephilosophy| Clearly, a divine inspiration existed at each of those nomena| As mathematics operates ceaselessly, mathematics
earlier times| While progressing from unknown to known stages is the universe| The universe originated from either a single
of material knowledge with the intellect, human had to rely particle or countlessly many but all at one time into the present
on thought experiments as part of gathering proofs| Einstein form with billions of stars, galaxy clusters and black holes|
travelled along thought experiments at speeds approaching We recognise human only as he wakes up with consciousness|
that of light, fetching the ‘general theory of relativity’ to human| The unparalleled human mind is the single unseen effect of the
Just as water, oxygen and Sun are all one for every human, Primal Cause| We’ll soon identify the numeric pad [123; 456;
the time of unifying the feelings about the soul is the time to 789] is a mathematically perfect Scripture revealed along with
the true birth-intended human nature| Causality is the funda- human nature and a compendium of final instructions describmental basis of the universe| Human couldn’t have progressed ing the three states of space-time-consciousness, making up the
in this whole journey had they lost just a causal link| Learning nine stages of the intended human destination| If a Scripture in
the laws and systems of the universe on causal basis is called formula form while not fully defined has been existing amid us
science, and advancing this study is research| Logical human for centuries, identifying it at once will be a moment of great
As dividing virtue and vice in the three unseen primal norms of spaceMessage
time-soul is a basic law for human, the norms of creation are kept as ‘6’
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hope for humankind| The material part of a Scripture is its
letters, the life part is its phonemes, and its soul is its consciousness; its content lies concealed in its meaning| The planets Venus
and Uranus at 2nd and 8th orbits retrograde; 2 and 8 valence
electrons indicate chemical stability. A Scripture recorded thus
must have 28 letters in its alphabets with each letter having
precisely 3 sounds| Books of mathematics and colour flow beneath it| Its content must scientifically testify to the purpose of
creation of the universe| In the Quran, formulae act both as formulae and as part of a language with accurate grammar rules.
67 Hueverses: Human kept the feeling of the unseen as a
Primal Supreme Power, an Almighty God, a destructive authority, a Protector providing refuge, and in countless other forms|
God’s statement to angels: ‘I’m about to place a vicegerent on
Earth’ (Q2:30) seems appropriate here| Lessons concerning
this essential journey are included in the basic definition of
chemical elements constituting matter forming the universe|
The golden section is an ordering of numbers indicating the
structure and state of matter| Geometry denotes motion that
relates energy and time| The distinctive face given to each
individual is a command| If the universe got evolved, became
active and is kept for the sake of the exalted human is true, the
exposure of the infinite, profound and compact Scripture that
describes every fact prescribed for that human mind is far more
important than the formation of the first particle or the entire
universe| A particle can’t exist without the presence of the basic
colours| Multiplying the three basic colours by itself leads to
nine (9) stages of mathematics, paving the foundation of the
entire physical universe| Thus, the three basic colours are the
basis for the existence of a particle and the entire universe| As

we know why our consciousness came to this Earth in material
body, we’ll begin to recognise ourselves causally| We must learn
about the Causality of causality based on proofs and with no
speculation, and quickly undertake the journey towards the
noble abode destined to human, the unparalleled, sublimest
creation in the entire universe| The word ‘universe’ indicates
the continuity of causal chain from Primal Cause, the Creator,
to humans, its single effect| None but human mind can travel
in thought to the First Cause; no other species ought to either.
68 Concealed: The Earth and all its systems, and you and me
that share this now are in a phase determined by mathematics|
If the mathematical ordering of nature and habitat is congenial
to a species, it exists peacefully; as the arrangement becomes
unfavourable, nature and species perish| The Primordial Om
that commands us to awaken orders us about the middle phase
to ‘dream’| Isn’t it impossible to dream with open eyes? With eyes
open, we only see matter; with the inner vision, we begin to see
the underlying causal reason| To see the truth, it’s essential to
travel to the depths of scientific knowledge with mathematics|
Unfortunately, each belief system has only reached to its speculative stage| The Primordial Om commands us what to establish
while concluding in the deepest parts of science| The beginning
and continuity of causal relations is the universe| We’ll soon
realise mathematics is meant to provide true guidance for the
human mind as a road map towards the human abode| Space
and time are like our body and life; we wake up with our consciousness| The visible basic colours for human kept as three, the
colour of soil, foliage and sky taking on darker shades of these
three are due to the precise intermixing of these colours| If we
horizontally split the common Arabic numerals (1 to 9, zero), we

get its explanation geometrically| Founding mathematics as the huge, persisting hexagon enclosing nearly 3 Earths on the north
basis of material knowledge and deciding as its geometric sym- pole of Saturn (6th planet, but at 7th orbit) in the solar system as
bols the Arabic numerals aren’t pointless| This is a very intricate, ‘hexsealed’| That above everything exists a Divine law is meant
but once grasped rightly, a very simple universal system| The by humanics| Asteroids denoting human occupy that orbital
creation of the universe and the reason for our souls to come in position with the terrestrial planets on one side and gaseous
this material body are recorded in the solar system that can be ones on the other as the pages of the Divine Scripture for human.
scientifically defined with proof| While Pluto isn’t a part of the Its first 4 orbital positions indicate the visible systems and the
ecliptic plane, it brings us a very important description by its next 4 gaseous planets denote the unseen laws paired with each
position and the unusual trajectory| We might doubt whether other| Dispersed around us are species destined not to breathe
these lines are speculations or related to blind beliefs such as as- but stale air, not provided with fingers as scripture in its bodily
trology| The radiating light from Sun can be seen on Earth only creation, and that can’t drink clean water except by mixing it
after 8 minutes; thus we always see only an 8-minute old Sun. with own dirty bodily fluids| We can also see snails that leave be69 Hexsealed: The entire universe and all its objects are hind trailing marks and birds that don’t leave such marks| God
created with matter, kept in existence with energy and made regulates the ovum formation based on the lunar phases, and
to function with consciousness based on fundamental laws of for bearing humankind in pregnancy, delivering, suckling and
space-time-consciousness trio| Our body is created from Earth nurturing it, and establishing an unseen fatherhood in its mind
and our existence is based on solar energy fetched by greenery| and thereby guiding it towards the unseen God, He dignifies a
These two colours have touchable pigments on Earth| But the woman and engages her in the greatest mission of founding a
blue that denotes consciousness has no pigment on Earth| It’s human society with a mind that’s in constant touch with God.
the consciousness that distinguishes each individual| A most 70 Creosphere: All mutual conducts of primaeval human were
transparent unseen Spiritual Power operates the consciousness| geocentric in nature| As human grew, after many centuries,
Along with this, we can think of a pure blue flame that leaves no mathematics appeared as matter and motion| The physical
residue| We can call mathematics of display of dominating blue universe is unbounded due to the sole reason space is infinite| As
around us as the blue sky, blue ocean, or blue perceived in nature mathematics in each particle creates and operates it to keep it in
with no pigment as bluematics, their manifesting messages as existence, mathematics is the universe| Space is felt by matter,
bluematrix| Among the intricate definitions of laws issuing time by energy or motion and consciousness by the intended
from a hexagon, we can identify the mathematical aspects as deeds| Human exists on Earth only to learn| The acquired,
hexmatics and the emerging messages as hexmatrix| The hex- existing and conveyed knowledge must be completely based on
agon denoting 6th position of law and circumscribes 7 circles virtue, never on vice and shouldn’t follow speculations or myths|
denoting the unseen 7th stage| We can name the most unusual, Using the special ability to know about the unseen, it should
Species evolved to display its ‘nature’; it is first a ‘nature’, then a species
Message
to display it; a species cannot evolve before its nature is determined
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eliminate darknesses and spread light; the prophets were delegated with warnings, explanations and mathematical proofs for
this| The moment of realising logically when, where and what
for is mathematics included in the universe denotes the beginning of a journey to the consciocentric universe| As human is the
most dignified species in the universe, the whole universe can’t
go about any better point than the human abode Earth| True human as intended by creation receives the soul from the Creator
as charity based on a covenant with Him, separates virtue and
vice, discards vice, keeps virtue in front and carries out deeds|
The intent of unification of the 3 invisibilities of space-time-consciousness as part of a command is the journey to one destination for selfless deeds| As these 3 invisible realms were dissolved
in matter, the 3 basic colours evolved| If with 96 that appeared
with 5 verses, we add ∑1-5 (=15), we get 111, space-time-consciousness law| If we multiply it by itself, we get 111×111=12321|
Along with this, it’s for salvation too is obtained when we
multiply the numeric value of Quran by itself: 351×351=123201.
71 Livosphere: While Earth with its complete ecosystem belongs to every species, only human is capable of acquiring the
laws of the unseen| Humankind stands at a point linking the
end of all past phases from the earliest times until now and the
beginning of another phase leading to exalted heights| Though
the unseen consciousness regulates everything in the entire
universe, no instrument can sense it except the unique human
intellect| As human mind is causal-based and unbounded, the
universe too is causal-based and infinite| Moses was given
mathematics (space); Jesus came to found human society (time);
Muhammad brought the Quran (consciousness) in encrypted
Arabic system| As nature and human thinking are causal-based,

we can accept anything only if it too is causal-based| Important
depictions of geometry took place during the time of Moses|
Just as the numeric ordering of letters that began with Hebrew,
was later completed in Arabic (Abjad), the inner principles of
star-geometry of Hebrew got concluded in formula form in
Arabic (each letter with 3 phonemes)| The presence of Jesus was
essential between the two| To witness this great moment of hope
disclosing an infinite world of unseen wisdom, a group of scientists from renowned universities and research centres and another team of competent intellects representing followers of Om,
other philosophies including atheism and agnosticism, Jews,
Christians, Muslims and Sikhs who treat the Scripture as an
eternal Guru are expected to join immediately| We’ll soon know
mathematics can be read linguistically based on fundamental
principles| As we travel through consciousness part of mathematics in various data obtained from universal phenomena such
as Zeta Ophuichi on front cover, we begin to realise amazing
facts| The sound form of matter, pulse and soul has reached
us as a wave as the Primordial Om| As it’s an acoustic wave,
human is born with inability to close hearing| The 5th stage that
unites mathematics and golden sequence is related to humans;
thus, only human can acquire knowledge from past generations,
improve upon it further and convey it to future generations.
72 Hexmatrix: While the greatest height one could climb
was decided by the height of the tallest tree in a forest, human
couldn’t imagine a time when with thousands of people aboard
at supersonic speeds aircraft will fly up in the sky| Today, we’ve
gone beyond Earth, beyond even the solar system, and continue
our travel| As scientists travelled to depths of physical laws with
mathematical basis, a Divine dedication accompanied them,

although some of them weren’t believers| The mathematical separate a century apart and analyse, we could never think of
digits 1 to 9 denote the 9 founding norms of the human mind|The an Earth we feel now with oceans, nature, plants and countless
Ten Commandments given to Moses indicates mathematics| The animals| If we relate the infinite forward time extending to the
hexagram, ‘Star of David’, a covenant from the Creator to crea- existence of Earth, we’ll see the time from the primaeval days
tion and creation to Creator, is a related symbol with total angle to the present is so small that we could count! It’s in knowledge
of 360º|If we separate space-time-consciousness in the sum 360 transferred from first human to each generation exists every
as 11160, it denotes colour given to the universe| Reminding generation; we’ve reached this far| Nature hasn’t given the reJesus with each soul’s birth, ‘Peace is upon me the day I was sponsibility to transfer knowledge through generations to any
born, the day I will die and the day I am raised alive’ Q19:33| other species| How the internal structure of mathematics and
If we separate the law of giving colour to objects in the unseen, geometry are related to human consciousness is identified from
it means ‘keeping the 7th stage denoting the unseen in front, I forms of golden section| Once the soul enters the material body,
separate virtue and vice’| Multiplying by the unseen laws of the ‘Om’ apprises us not to get trapped in matter but to absorb truth
trio: 117×3=351, we get the numeric value of Quran| Geometry is by basing on the unseen| System behind human face formation
a powerful tool that helps us to measure boundaries of universe| too is based on the own form of golden section itself|Chapter 25
We must know what’s mathematics that leads the entire uni- corresponds to ‘2’ that joins virtue and vice before dividing, and
verse, where’s its origin, where did it get revealed from, or how ‘5’ that unites human with the golden section| That the Quran
is it related to the human mind beyond the physical functions| Abjad is 351 can be realised as a clear proof of mathematics.
Only mathematics can disclose, testify and explain these| Each 74 Hexagram: We estimate 4.54 billion years have passed
second we use to measure time, 6º as a law passes by; it reaches after Earth has evolved| God has given us a privilege to travel
360º in one minute; as we add the golden mean 5 to this, it equals intellectually in time in that motion| We can know the reason
the number of days in a year we orbit the Sun| We humans are the universe is kept infinite itself is to accommodate human
separated now by beliefs and continents, and collect weapons with the exalted intellect to proceed backward in time with
to destroy one another| Grasping the founding norms of solar thinking without hindrance| Know that this backward travel
system and universe is an unavoidable human obligation. in time is infinite; therefore the universe is infinite backward
73 Prismatrix: The journey that once stopped at the nearest in time too| Ceen Norms manifest the 3 fundamental norms of
river bank or neighbouring mountain, has gone past even the space-time-consciousness for human| While human mind has
solar system now| The universe is also approaching us contin- unequalled ability to perceive the unseen from seen with the
uously from millions of light years away with information that intellect, the norms are unamenable to the mind. The profound,
can’t be completely grasped now|Billions of years ago, from the manifestly evident Message is a most essential Revelation.
boiling hot surface of Earth with continuously glowing fire, if we 75 Pentagram: If our forward journey is prevented due to our
The species display human mind’s behaviours vividly; we need to study
Message
the nature of species, why species exist that way to know ourselves
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own selfish reasons, what gets prevented is the unique human
species bestowed with the most exalted intellect| ‘The universe
is infinite as human intellect is infinite’ and ‘human intellect is
infinite because the universe is infinite’| While for every human
water, soil, light, Earth, Sun and solar system are all one, how
can we be two? All scientists involved in intense observations
and experimentations begin to lead us towards one society| The
First Cause is a command to one human| As mathematics is the
causal basis of particles and universe, it must exist before them|
As the 3rd stage of mathematics is inbuilt for every species except
human, each exist and function without deviating a little from its
law| Human, the only creation that can know about the unseen,
is given the freedom in this stage; and hence can sin, idle or
glitter in virtue. The first ten verses in Quran that define angels
(Q2:30-39) also describe ‘why and what for is mathematics?’
76 Huematrix: This page is included in this Brief as page U
77 Bluematrix: This page is included in this Brief as page V.
78 Mandate: Along with the Decalogue, Moses is also ordered
to remove his sandals of conceit as he is in a sacred valley,
Q20:12| The system of law orders: the entry of each soul on
Earth must be through a zygote formed on causal basis by founding the fatherhood, and as part of a society based on virtue| The

Command in light form falls on Moon; the sound form of light
is a command (Om) to go through the 3 states|‘He completed
creation in 6 days’, Q32:4; hence, in the consciousness of human
mind thus created, God is enthroned on the 7th day (unseen
stage)|We must enter the intended destination decided as the
universe originated and march towards one unified human.
79 Manifest: The First Cause is a command to one human| A
large group of scientists brought physical knowledge through
difficult expeditions and analyses| Prophets guided us to fundamental laws of the unseen| When these appear with clear
undeniable evidences, we must hasten to readily grasp them as a
unified single human society| Matters appearing true once may
not remain so later|Matters discussed here aren’t easy to comprehend| Intellects shouldn’t proceed without proof as it could
mislead them| Only if it influences you in repeated reading, continue with deeper scrutiny of evidences| It’s essential to team up
a group of highly competent intellects at once from every branch
of science and mathematics to grasp and convey the matter.
80 Ceenom: The back cover of the Message has 8 rows of pictures,
each appearing in a golden circle. This leads to several mathematical proofs which will be explained in the next part of the Message|
In order to grasp these, the preliminaries need to be learnt.
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The beginning and continuity of causal relations is the uni- in the First Cause, the greatest of all causal relations, only
verse; a cause leading to an effect, and that effect resulting as with speculation and without a clear factual understanding.
the cause of the next. As the First Cause is the unseen Supreme The Earth entering the stage: ‘I bear humankind, the most
Power, and human, the most exalted species with the distinc- distinguished of all species with intellect that can think about
tive ability to ponder about the unseen Supreme Power, the the unseen’, and human, ‘We humans will protect the Earth,
human mind is the single unseen effect of the Primal Cause. all its systems and species’ has just arrived. We must hasten
That’s why the concept of God accompanied human mind all to reach there one minute before. As the only source of all
along from the earliest of time in the form of fear, affection, present troubles on Earth is the human species, to wipe these
expectation, dependence, protection, speculation, rejection off and bring Earth, all its phenomena and the living species
or as complete indifference. Humankind had to divide into back to their pristine peaceful states of existence as envisaged
innumerable beliefs, religions and sects as they could believe at origination, we must begin that essential journey at once.

U

Huematrix

Earth

Humankind travelled all these millions of years for receiving
this most significant Revealing Wisdom. Keeping the causality of material laws of the universe in the forefront, we think
there’s a hidden mysterious universal law that’ll disclose with
evidence and we could call it biocentric. As consciousness
is of fundamental significance for everything in the entire
universe, this can’t but be a consciocentric universe, not
biocentric. Concealed interrelations exist in history, atoms,
cells, species, planets and the solar system. These will appear
distinctly as our approach becomes dedicated, observation
and logical reasoning sharper. The solar system, a Divine
Scripture, with Earth, Moon and other planets is arranged
based on prescribed laws to provide complete proofs to the
human intellect to fulfil the deeds of life. The blue Earth at
3rd orbit with a single moon, the calligraphed Jupiter at 6th,
Saturn with its magnificent rings and most unusual huge
hexagon (≈3 Earths) as a crown at its north pole persisting
under the most difficult circumstances enclosing 7 equal circles at 7th orbit and the retrograding Venus-Uranus pair (2nd
and 8th orbits) are some of its features. The four terrestrial
planets denote matter, motion, motive and manifestation
stages, and the four gaseous ones their complementary unseen principles. All missions to Mars are closely related to the
forthcoming manifestation phase. The Message is conveyed
from amidst strong flawless proofs that for human species,
the solar system can be reached only with preparations much
beyond our estimate based on causality with high intellectual
thinking.We know that as human proceeds centuries ahead,
their travel in time grows exponentially. It’s based on this
exponential process itself that we’re able to think forward
with intellect in any form of material knowledge. While
realising we‘ve reached only to a very little extent of the immense intellect and ability given to us to perceive the unseen,
let’s begin the forward journey without being influenced
Nothing in the universe from particle to galaxy Earth 3 
remains inert except the human mind; nothing PP36,OP37
can perceive the unseen except the human mind 36+37=73|0

Hueverses

by myths or speculations. A sperm is made the reason for
cleaving of an ovum in a womb and a race gets determined
from that zygote. We call races that continually get defined
as the animal world. When a seed is cleft, it defines a tree
and nature begins to emerge. Its inscriptions can be read
upon the Moon that denotes the ovum, the cause for human
birth. It isn’t the splitting of a celestial body; but it provides
guidance to the human intellect (Q54:1). We enter into a
mysterious phase of great desire and expectation. The proofs
of the eminent position God has kept for human also exposes
before us. Just as all Divine scriptures that ever reached us,
all prophets, visionaries and thinkers urged us towards one
unified human society, at this momentous phase of knowing
the reason for origination of the universe, let’s wait with
expectation and hope for that moment when all scientists
involved in intense observations and experimentations too
begin to lead us towards one single society. We identify the
mathematical order and structure of a chemical element as
that element. As species, nature, Earth, solar system, galaxies and the entire universe are made of precise atoms, each is
a mathematical order of highest precision. From the sources
of energy extracted from Earth until now, we’ll soon begin to
draw energy directly from Sun with much greater efficiency
and ease. We’ll begin to derive genuine wisdom directly from
its Source in place of present material knowledge. If we’ve
reached the causal definitions of such a Great Scripture now,
this is indeed a most profound revelation. While difficult to
believe such basic laws at first, as we learn the preliminaries
the mind will begin to grasp. A group of highly competent
intellects with scientific background needs to be teamed up to
grasp the revealing wisdom. A large number of mails were
sent to all heads of nations, judiciary, UN and its bodies, reputed universities and research centres, social organisations
and media, to convey the matter to the entire humankind.
 Satrn 6,7 Instruments detect matter and motion; human is
PP63,OP73 consciousness that no instrument can sense; we
63+73=136 are mysteries as the soul enters matter with life
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The Command in light form falls upon the Moon. The sound with their entire belongings to extend it a little further before
form given as the Primordial Om is a command to awaken, their last moment. As the human mind can embrace infinity,
see beyond matter and conclude. The Moon is made a symbol to make it functional, the areas of fundamental principles of
for human society, and human is made to read themselves the unbounded universe need to be opened widely much beupon it with the command of light. What was the first phe- yond thinking. The second’s needle in a clock traverses 6º per
nomenon called the ‘first particle’ that evolved from factual second and 360º per minute; adding 5, the human position to
nothingness called ‘space’, and how? Or, how did creation be- it gives 365, the length of Earth’s trajectory around the Sun
gin? ‘Time’ is a unique phenomenon that can only be felt. It’s in days. We perceive fundamental matters for future only
invaluable and stretches forward unendingly. It’s impossible slowly. It isn’t a fault; but it can’t be an excuse either. The
to recreate even a single past minute. It can’t be conquered most important in the basic trio represents the state of ‘conby any scientific advancement. Every human is ready to part sciousness’ as denoted by blue that has no pigment on Earth.
Blueverses

Consciousness is the unique ability to think about the unseen
given only to the human mind in the entire universe, and
not to anything else, to perceive the unseen, and to think
about the most Exalted, Supreme Creator. In the primaeval
human, although water, food and abode were controlled
entirely by nature, unclear thoughts regarding the unseen
powers as gods and goddesses travelled constantly in hope,
protection or fear. Those were part of a Divine law meant
to establish the unseen Creator with clear evidence beyond
any conjecture. In countless natural phenomena, in species,
and in myriad forms made by their own hands, human tried
to institute such imaginations during the past hundreds of
thousands of years and brought them from the primaeval
times to now; they divided us into innumerable religions,
sects, groups and societies. The Quran informs us with
mathematical proof from founding the solar system that: ‘I
breathed into him of My soul’ (Q15:29), and ‘Indeed to Him
we return’ (Q2:156). With the statement, ‘I have revealed this
Quran with perfect logic for the intellect to contemplate and
understand’, and with the condition: ‘Without falling into
speculations, believing only in clear evidences and manifestations’, and pointing to the beginning formula form ‘AlifLam-Meem’, the Quran declares: ‘That is the Book’ (Q2:2),
implying ‘Alif-Lam-Meem’ itself is the Scripture. As these get
exposed, the formulae of each of the 28 Arabic letters will
be defined just as we identify the value of numbers. In 2-8,
atoms and molecules get chemically stabilised too, or are
‘guarded’. The solar system is ‘guarded’ through the retrograding planets at 2nd and 8th orbits; the encrypted Arabic
formulae have 28 letters; the Quran formed from these
formulae with phonetic alphabets (3 phonemes per each
letter denoting space-time-consciousness). The decryption
of Quran happens in the disclosing phase of Furqan leading
to the elucidation of everything around. The numeric value
Our consciousness does not function while unMars 4 
conscious is proof we exist only in the unseen; if PP45,OP46
we deny the unseen, we only reject our identity 45+46=91|0
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system indicates that it needed 1400 years. The root words
(Muqatta’at) remained undefined for the 1400 years as they
were meant to testify to this phase. The Quran is safeguarded
with logically perfect firm words (Q3:7), and is protected
upon a tablet (Q85:22). We must know the fundamental law
that when we’re in total possession of time, we must use it for
noble purposes only. For forming a highly competent team of
intellects with scientific background such as physical, chemical, biological, astronomical and social sciences, religious
heads, rationalists, atheists and psychologists, over 3000
letters have been sent to reputed places such as renowned
universities and research centres, UN, heads of nations and
social organisations, scientists and Nobel laureates, journals
and media (Ch:75). A communication of such significance
and urgency has never been sent in history to such a wide list
of reputed places. Every institution, research centre, scientist
and individual need to act at once. This supreme law pivoting
a soul in mathematics, geometry and the three basic colours
as a covenant between the Creator and creation recorded in
mathematics and kept in the anatomy of human hand and
laws of space-time-consciousness trio is depicted on front
cover. As it discloses essential facts and fundamental truths,
it demands a most attentive reading with logical thinking.
Minds may direct us to suspect: ‘Is this scientific or spiritual?’
Is light, water or air scientific or spiritual? Regardless of
the answer, these are essential for existence, and we need a
clear logical answer. We learn more about the universe from
scientific knowledge acquired until last generation. As we
approach fundamental constituting laws of the universe, as
our generation goes deeper in material wisdom with all possible resources, we must stress on research in every area. The
questions asked are: what difficulties exist for human to absorb Divine verses rightly and to advance, pointing to proofs
distributed over Earth, and which proofs you deny, Q55:13.
 Juptr 5,6 From the existing familiar material world we
PP54,OP64 are about to enter a phase of eternal unity, virtue
54+64=118 and peace: the true birth-intended human abode
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